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A Probabilistic Approach for Cluster Based

Polyrepresentative Information Retrieval

Muhammad Kamran Abbasi

Abstract

Document clustering in information retrieval (IR) is considered an alternative

to rank-based retrieval approaches, because of its potential to support user in-

teractions beyond just typing in queries. Similarly, the Principle of Polyrepre-

sentation (multi-evidence: combining multiple cognitively and/or functionally

different information need or information object representations for improving

an IR system’s performance) is an established approach in cognitive IR with

plausible applicability in the domain of information seeking and retrieval. The

combination of these two approaches can assimilate their respective individual

strengths in order to further improve the performance of IR systems.

The main goal of this study is to combine cognitive and cluster-based IR ap-

proaches for improving the effectiveness of (interactive) information retrieval

systems. In order to achieve this goal, polyrepresentative information retrieval

strategies for cluster browsing and retrieval have been designed, focusing on

the evaluation aspect of such strategies.

This thesis addresses the challenge of designing and evaluating an Optimum

Clustering Framework (OCF) based model, implementing probabilistic docu-

ment clustering for interactive IR. Thus, polyrepresentative cluster browsing

strategies have been devised. With these strategies a simulated user based

method has been adopted for evaluating the polyrepresentative cluster brows-

ing and searching strategies.

The proposed approaches are evaluated for information need based polyrep-

resentative clustering as well as document based polyrepresentation and the
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combination thereof. For document-based polyrepresentation, the notion of ci-

tation context is exploited, which has special applications in scientometrics and

bibliometrics for science literature modelling. The information need polyrep-

resentation, on the other hand, utilizes the various aspects of user information

need, which is crucial for enhancing the retrieval performance.

Besides describing a probabilistic framework for polyrepresentative document

clustering, one of the main findings of this work is that the proposed combina-

tion of the Principle of Polyrepresentation with document clustering has the

potential of enhancing the user interactions with an IR system, provided that

the various representations of information need and information objects are

utilized.

The thesis also explores interactive IR approaches in the context of polyrepre-

sentative interactive information retrieval when it is combined with document

clustering methods. Experiments suggest there is a potential in the proposed

cluster-based polyrepresentation approach, since statistically significant im-

provements were found when comparing the approach to a BM25-based base-

line in an ideal scenario. Further marginal improvements were observed when

cluster-based re-ranking and cluster-ranking based comparisons were made.

The performance of the approach depends on the underlying information ob-

ject and information need representations used, which confirms findings of pre-

vious studies where the Principle of Polyrepresentation was applied in different

ways.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In Information Retrieval (IR), document clustering approaches are well re-

searched and are used as an alternative to traditional ranked retrieval to sup-

port user interactions. However, query-based probabilistic document clustering

from the user information seeking perspective, is a challenging task and this

thesis is an endeavour to address it. In the literature, attempts have been

made to incorporate the notion of query set in document clustering, however,

the key challenge faced by many such approaches is the use of heuristics to

find the best clusters. The Optimum Clustering Framework (OCF) recently

claims to provide the theoretical basis for document clustering based on the

cluster hypothesis. This work focuses on evaluating the OCF and to inves-

tigate its potential for interactive IR. The cognitive approaches in IR on the

other hand support users in the search process beyond just typing in queries.

The Principle of Polyrepresentation is one such approach which suggests using

multiple evidence to bridge the gap between searcher’s cognitive space and

the information space. The polyrepresentation approach has been investigated

for a variety of situations and found to be useful for supporting Information

1
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Seeking and Retrieval (IS&R). In the polyrepresentation-based approach, the

challenge is to find the possible overlaps for multiple evidences. This study

combines OCF and the Principle of Polyrepresentation for interactive IR.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.1 provides the background and

motivation regarding this study. Section 1.2 presents the problem statement

and research objectives, followed by Section 1.3 which provides the summary

of research contributions. The overview of the thesis organization is given in

Section 1.5.

1.1 Background and Motivation

In a typical Information Retrieval scenario, a user query produces a long,

ranked list of documents to choose from and the list may comprise thousands

of documents (in the case of web and large collections) with the underlying

assumption that the most relevant documents appear at the top of the list.

This approach, besides its advantages, leaves the user with many choices and,

in some cases the user has to skim through the long list to find what is being

searched for (Zamir 1999, Zeng et al. 2004). Moreover, transforming a user

information need into a searchable statement is considered a challenging task;

well-formed queries are crucial to specify user information needs (Dobrynin

et al. 2005). The user should also be well aware of the context and structure

of the information (Nottelmann & Fischer 2007). In many cases, users do not

prefer to go beyond the first page of the ranked list. An alternative approach

in IR is document clustering where similar information objects (documents)

are clustered together and the user chooses to look into clusters and the search

process continues (Hearst 2006, Nottelmann & Fischer 2007). In Hearst (2006),
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the author considers clustering helpful in refining the vague query by present-

ing the gist of inherent concepts and supports the user in the search process.

The potential of the document clustering approach for supporting a user with

vague information needs in the search process is empirically proved by Lecht-

enfeld & Fuhr (2012) and the authors argue that clustering presents a better

view of the search results and users find it easy to locate and identify relevant

documents. In many cases, document clustering is used as an exploratory tech-

nique to infer the overall structure of the text collection like, scatter/gather

browsing (Cutting et al. 1992). In Hearst & Pedersen (1996), scatter/gather

is used for exploring the search results. Search result clustering is also used

as an alternative to the ranked list to support the search process (Zeng et al.

2004). In Zamir (1999), the author extends the document clustering approach

for web search results and found it helpful for users for browsing through the

search results, as compared to the ranked lists. In the literature, attempts have

been made to design clustering approaches in such a way that the clustering

approaches incorporate user information need (query) into the search process.

This line of research is motivated by the works of (Jardine & van Rijsber-

gen 1971), (Voorhees 1985) and (Liu & Croft 2004). This method is further

extended in Tombros et al. (2002), Tombros & Van Rijsbergen (2004) where

a query-based similarity measure has been proposed; the authors also found

query-based clustering helpful for supporting the search process. In Amghar

et al. (2010), another query-oriented clustering technique is proposed using

a multi-objective approach. In Na (2013), the probabilistic query-sensitive

similarity measure is proposed for supporting nearest neighbour clustering,

motivated by Tombros & Van Rijsbergen (2004) and Fuhr et al. (2011). In

addition, the cluster-based retrieval methods are considered efficient as well,

as discussed in Section 2.2.2.
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Document clustering would not be of much help when used as a tool to support

a user with a vague information need, in special cases like web search when

the number of the computed clusters is high, as discussed by Zamir (1999).

To address this issue, the cluster ranking approaches are proposed in the lit-

erature to rank the clusters according to various cluster quality measures (see

Section 2.2.3). In the literature, finding the potential candidate cluster for

starting the search process is mentioned as a challenge, as discussed in Raiber

& Kurland (2013).

In IR, many document clustering techniques are based on heuristics, lacking

theoretical justification for the clustering process, as argued in Fuhr et al.

(2011). To overcome this challenge, Fuhr et al. (2011) present the Optimum

Clustering Framework (OCF). This framework derives its justification from

the well known cluster hypothesis and uses the Probability Ranking Principle

as an inherent similarity metric (see Section 2.3). In Fuhr et al. (2011) the au-

thors discuss the possibilities for extending the document clustering (especially

query-based document clustering) approaches to support users in many ways.

The initial evaluation of the OCF framework is given by the authors, pointing

towards the possibilities for incorporating various query set paradigms for im-

proving the overall clustering process. This thesis derives its motivation from

the OCF, to extend, test and evaluate the OCF in possible search scenarios.

IR research nowadays moves from laboratory-based systems towards develop-

ing user-oriented systems. In the literature, many approaches are developed to

incorporate user inputs and user information seeking and searching behaviour

in the search process (Baeza-Yates et al. 2005, Agichtein et al. 2006, Buscher

et al. 2008); the chronological overview of user Information Seeking and Re-

trieval (IS&R) strategies and models can be seen in Ingwersen & Järvelin (2005,
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p. 55). Among user-based cognitive information retrieval strategies, a promi-

nent one is the Principle of Polyrepresentation (see Section 2.5). The basic

idea of the Principle of Polyrepresentation is to use multiple information need

and information object representations to bridge the gap between searcher cog-

nitive space and information space, and by doing so, the search process can be

improved (this has been empirically proven by many studies (Ingwersen 1994,

1996)). The Principle of Polyrepresentation is applied in a variety of situa-

tions the overview of the continuum can be seen in Larsen et al. (2006). In

this work, an initial attempt has been made to combine document clustering

approaches and the Principle of Polyrepresentation to explore their potential

for interactive IR.

1.2 Aim and Objectives

The overall aim of the study is to improve interactive IR to provide more effec-

tive search mechanisms to users. This is done by adopting probabilistic meth-

ods, document clustering and cognitive approaches to information retrieval. In

particular, this works aims to achieve the following objectives:

1. To combine the Principle of Polyrepresentation with document clustering

2. To evaluate information need and information object based polyrepre-

sentation with document clustering

3. To develop and analyse the cluster-browsing strategies for polyrepresen-

tative document clustering
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Along with these objectives the following specific questions were also consid-

ered:

• How could the Principle of Polyrepresentation be incorporated in the

Optimum Clustering Framework?

• Can clustering reveal the cluster that is potential total cognitive overlap?

• When applying a polyrepresentative cluster browsing strategy, where to

start the search process? Which path should the user follow? Where

should the search process end?

• If some cluster is designated as total cognitive overlap, how could the

documents outside this cluster be treated?

1.3 Contributions

The key contributions of this research are as follows:

1. Assimilating document clustering with the Principle of Polyrep-

resentation: The document clustering approach has been proposed

for identifying the polyrepresentative cognitive overlaps. Such cogni-

tive overlaps in cognitive information retrieval are considered as an es-

tablished approach for information seeking and retrieval. The potential

application of combining both document clustering and the Principle of

Polyrepresentation for information retrieval performance improvements

has been demonstrated (see Section 5.1).
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2. Designing and evaluating simulated user-based cluster browsing

and retrieval strategies: Simulated user-based strategies have been

proposed for evaluating the interactive IR systems. This could extend

the user-based evaluation methods in interactive IR, if the user search

behaviour has been incorporated in the simulation strategy. Although

these approaches are motivated by the developments in the domains of

information seeking and retrieval as well as the cognitive approaches to

IR, a direct link between both the domains was missing. Moreover, a

formal model was missing to combine the information seeking strate-

gies with the cognitive IR approaches. In this thesis the simulated user

strategies are extended to evaluate the cluster based-polyrepresentative

approach (which is a cognitive approach to IR); this is a methodological

contribution as a first attempt to combine both domains. Moreover the

implementation of such simulated user strategies for information need

and information object representation is an algorithmic contribution to

the domain of knowledge.

3. Extending the cluster-based polyrepresentative approach for

Interactive IR: Cluster-based polyrepresentative IR strategies have

been devised. The way such strategies could be implemented for inter-

active IR has been demonstrated and experimental evaluation of such

strategies is presented.

4. Evaluation of OCF based probabilistic document clustering mod-

els: The Optimum Clustering Framework based clustering model has

been evaluated. As this clustering framework relies on the reverse cluster

hypothesis, hence, in this work, it has been demonstrated how a polyrep-

resentative information need and information object based representation
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could be incorporated in OCF-based models. Moreover, evaluation of the

OCF is a contribution to clustering research.

5. Implementation and evaluation of polyrepresentative cluster-

ing strategy: In this work, polyrepresentation-based clustering strate-

gies with interactive IR applications have been evaluated. Information

need based polyrepresentation and document based polyrepresentation

have been implemented by the means of document clustering which con-

tributes to the polyrepresentation research. It is also discussed how this

approach could be further extended to bibliometrics research.

1.4 Applicability and Beneficiaries

This sort of work has many practical applications, some of them are as follows:

• School Libraries: In school libraries student’s search for books on var-

ious topics, i.e., stories, classic literature and various scientific and tech-

nological topics. Here the students’ information needs are mostly vague

because of their initial encounters with the particular subject knowl-

edge. Mostly the curiosity brings them to the libraries so the system is

supposed to utilize their basic information on the subject (queries) by

injecting other possible representations and leading them, through their

gradual interaction with the system, to the documents of the interest.

This approach offers a further mode of interaction through clustering,

using an established cognitive theory (polyrepresentation). For instance,

clustering can help to initiate the interaction mode of browsing, where

different facets of information (presented as clusters) attract young users
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to browse deeper into the topics and documents whichever they find rel-

evant to their information needs.

• Scientific/Scholarly Literature Search: The scientific literature search

is a complex search situation where the searchers sometimes search for

known papers, authors and keywords (known-item search) or look for

something completely new on some topic or subject. In both situations,

the various information need and information object representations com-

bined with the document clustering could be a potential solution. For ex-

ample, in known-item search situation cluster-based polyrepresentation

take the searcher to the desired cluster as it exploits various representa-

tions, whereas, in exploratory search the searchers can discover various

papers while exploring the clusters related to their initial information

needs.

• Using Heterogeneous Content: Nowadays heterogeneous informa-

tion is available regarding any subject, thus the proposed approach in-

corporating the Principle of Polyrepresentation and the OCF make it

feasible to combine heterogeneous contents in a single framework. Specif-

ically, through the use of the OCF, which is based on the probability of

relevance, it allows for the integration of heterogeneous data as it does

not make any assumptions on how this probability is computed. For

instance, an algorithm could be used that computes a probability of rel-

evance for multimedia content of a document (e.g. an image) (Zellhöfer

2012), which can then be combined in the proposed framework with the

probability of relevance e.g. based on textual annotations (which would

be another representation in the polyrepresentative sense).
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1.5 Thesis Outline

The thesis is organized in six chapters: In Chapters 1 and 6, the introduction

and conclusion of the study are given respectively.

In Chapter 2, the relevant research background and the state-of-the-art are

discussed with special emphasis on document clustering, probabilistic IR, cog-

nitive and interactive information retrieval. In this chapter, the major com-

ponents of the OCF are also described to give an overview of related work

regarding the research.

In Chapter 3, the polyrepresentative cluster searching and browsing strategies

are devised, with consideration of the ideal cluster browsing strategy. The un-

derlying challenges regarding the approach of polyrepresentation based cluster

browsing and retrieval strategies are explored and discussed. The identifica-

tion of these challenges led to exploration of various solutions which could

be applied and these are presented in this chapter along with their inherent

constraints and assumptions.

In Chapter 4, the initial methodology is covered to combine the OCF and Prin-

ciple of Polyrepresentation . In this chapter the basic observations about the

potential of both the OCF and polyrepresentation are given with the dataset

and experiment design. The system approach is also given in this chapter.

In Chapter 5, the previous polyrepresentation based OCF approaches for Infor-

mation need based polyrepresentation and document based polyrepresentation

are evaluated by applying simulated user strategies for cluster browsing. The

experimental results are presented in this chapter. Moreover, this chapter
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holds the discussion about the special application of the proposed approach in

scientometrics and the recommendations for extending the proposed work are

also given in this chapter.

1.6 Published Work

Publications produced during this research work are as follows:

1. Frommholz, I., & Abbasi, M. K. (2014). On Clustering and Polyrepre-

sentation. In Proceedings of 36th European Conference on IR Research,

ECIR 2014. pp. 618-623.

2. Abbasi, M. K., & Frommholz, I. (2014). Exploiting Information Needs

and Bibliographics for Polyrepresentative Document Clustering. In Pro-

ceedings of the First Workshop on Bibliometric-enhanced Information

Retrieval at ECIR 2014. pp. 21-28.

3. Abbasi, M. K., & Frommholz, I. (2014). Cluster-based Polyrepresenta-

tion as Science Modelling Approach for Information Retrieval. Sciento-

metrics. pp.1-22.

4. Abbasi, M. K., & Frommholz, I. (2015). Polyrepresentative Cluster-

ing: A Study of Simulated User Strategies and Representations. In

Proceedings of the 2nd Workshop on Bibliometric-enhanced Information

Retrieval at ECIR 2015. pp. 47-54.



Chapter 2

State-of-the-Art

In order to understand the basic notions and nature of Information Retrieval

(IR), especially in the context of cognitive approaches in general and the Prin-

ciple of Polyrepresentation in particular, an overview of the literature which

constitute the state-of-the-art of the work undertaken in this thesis, is visited

in this chapter. The scope of the work carried out in this thesis is highlighted in

Figure 2.1. Motivated by probabilistic IR, the Optimum Clustering Framework

(OCF) for document clustering chalks out the ways to exploit the potential of

the Probability Ranking Principle (PRP) for document clustering, based on

the well known cluster hypothesis. Document clustering approaches are con-

sidered supportive when it comes to Interactive IR (Leuski 2001). Clustering

is also found helpful to users with vague information needs and is an estab-

lished means for exploratory search (Lechtenfeld & Fuhr 2012). The cognitive

approaches in IR, on the other hand, focus on minimizing the information gap

between the searcher’s cognitive space and the information space. The Princi-

ple of Polyrepresentation is the established cognitive approach to IR, evaluated

in ad hoc settings to improve the ranked retrieval. In this work, an effort has

12
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been made to explore the collective potential of polyrepresentation and proba-

bilistic document clustering for Interactive IR (IIR). Thus, the stroked section

in the middle of Figure 2.1 points to the placement of the work of this thesis,

in the overall context.

Cognitive Approaches

Information Retrieval

Interactive IR

Document Clustering
Probabilistic IR

Polyrepresentation

PRP

OCF

Figure 2.1: Scope of the Thesis

In order to develop the base for further exploration, probabilistic IR, document

clustering, cognitive IR and interactive IR are briefly presented in this chapter.

The following section, discusses probabilistic IR, followed by a discussion about

document clustering approaches in Section 2.2, where the document clustering

approaches to IR in general, and cluster-based retrieval, query-based clustering

and probabilistic clustering approaches in particular are discussed. In Section

2.3, the Optimum Clustering Framework as a theoretical foundation for doc-

ument clustering in IR is described, followed by interactive IR approaches in

Section 2.4. In Section 2.5, the cognitive approaches in IIR and the Principle

of Polyrepresentation are discussed.
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2.1 Probabilistic Information Retrieval

The objective of Information Retrieval (IR) is to locate and retrieve relevant

information for satisfying user information needs. According to Baeza-Yates

& Ribeiro-Neto (2011), IR covers the document representation, storage, or-

ganization and access mechanisms to information items; whereas document

representation and organization should be in a way that it helps in accessing

relevant information. Thus, the diverse applications of IR have pushed the

boundaries of IR research in its dimensions such as document classification

and categorization, IR system architecture, user interface, data visualization,

filtering, cross-language retrieval, recommendation systems, text summariza-

tion, annotation-based retrieval, entity identification, inference generation and

modelling (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto 2011)

Information retrieval systems merely consist of and act upon the documents,

queries, relevance assessment and retrieval function. In order to understand the

nature and the processes of the classical non-interactive IR system, the concep-

tual model of IR (Fuhr 1992) is shown in Figure 2.2; here the set of documents

and queries are represented with D and Q, respectively. The relevance/non-

relevance of a document is decided on the basis of relevance judgements which

are explicitly given by the field experts/users and is based on information need

rather than queries (representation of information need).

�

� �

�

�

�

�

�

�

Figure 2.2: Conceptual Model of Information Retrieval (Fuhr 1992)
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In the case of the binary relevance scale, the relevance R is R = {R,R}

where R means the document is relevant and R otherwise. The relevance

judgements could be on a graded scale (e.g., 3=highly, 2=fairly, 1=marginally,

and 0=non-relevant). Relevance judgements can then be a mapping of r; as

r : Q×D → R. The function αQ transforms queries into query representation

(αQ : Q → Q) and αD transforms documents into document representation

(αD : D → D). In some cases, a second transformation occurs e.g., queries

into query description and documents into document description. The βQ :

Q → QD and βD : D → DD are the respective corresponding functions for

queries and documents. The document indexing process generally applies both

βQ and βD consecutively to create the document index. In order to process

queries and return retrieved documents (relevant to the query) as a ranked

list, a retrieval function ρ (ρ : QD × DD → R) is applied. This function

returns the retrieval status value (RSV) rsv ∈ R for each document and the

output of ρ is used to create the ranked list of documents in descending order

of RSVs (Frommholz 2008, Crestani et al. 1998). The retrieved results are

then evaluated to assess the performance of the system in question. From the

system-oriented perspective the only intervention of the user is as an assessor

to assess the relevance of documents with respect to information need, this

happens prior to actual retrieval activity. In the case when a test collection is

used usually the user interaction is not required at all, as test collection specific

relevance assessments come with the collection.

Among other formal best-match IR models like vector based-models, fuzzy set

models, logic-based models and language models, probabilistic models have

prominent importance in IR (Ingwersen & Järvelin 2005). The probabilis-

tic approaches and models in IR mainly focus on ranking relevant documents
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ahead of non-relevant documents in descending order to their computed prob-

ability of relevance to the given information need (Robertson et al. 1980, Fuhr

1992, Crestani et al. 1998). Since the introduction of the Probability Ranking

Principle (PRP) (Robertson 1977), probabilistic approaches in IR have become

very popular in IR research communities and have been applied in many situa-

tions. Frommholz (2008, p. 44) discusses further about the various probabilistic

IR approaches developed. The basic outlook of the established probabilistic

approaches is given in Figure 2.3, based on Frommholz (2008), Fuhr (1992) and

Crestani et al. (1998). The overall probabilistic IR approaches could be looked

at as model-oriented approaches and description-oriented approaches. Fuhr

(1992) divides the model-oriented approaches further into document-dependent

and query-dependent approaches. In the document-dependent approach, i.e.,

binary independent indexing (BII), Fuhr & Buckley (1991) suggest estimating

P (R|d), the probability that document d for an arbitrary query q is assessed

relevant and the probability P (R|ti, d) that document d contains an index term

ti, these two probabilities are the basis for the document-dependent approach.

On the contrary, the query-dependent approach, i.e., binary independence re-

trieval model (BIR) Robertson & Jones (1976b) use the relevance feedback

data for weighting query q’s search terms: in this model, for a document d a

t-dimensional term vector ~v is created, such that P (R|q, d) turns into P (R|q, ~v).

The description-oriented approaches suggest using learning strategies for doc-

ument indexing which utilize the term features within the document. For

example in the Darmstadt Indexing Approach (DIA) (Biebricher et al. 1988,

Fuhr & Pfeifer 1991), the probability P (R|~v(ti, d)) is computed, where ~v(ti, d)

is the feature vector containing the attributes of term ti and d. These attributes

consist of within document frequency of ti in document d, inverse document
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Probabilistic Approaches

Model-oriented

2-Poisson Model

Darmstadt Indexing Approach

Description-oriented

Query Dependent

Binary Independence Retrieval
(Robertson & Jones 1976a)

Document Dependent

Binary Independent Indexing

(Fuhr & Buckley 1991)

BM25

(Robertson et al. 1995)

Language Models

(Ponte & Croft 1998b)

Divergence from

(Amati & van Rijsbergen 2002)

Randomness

(Biebricher et al. 1988)

(Bookstein & Swanson 1974)

Figure 2.3: Probabilistic Approaches in IR (Frommholz 2008)

frequency of term ti in the collection and the information regarding the po-

sition of the term ti (i.e., in title or in abstract etc.) Moreover, the indexing

function e(~v(ti, d)) ≈ P (R|~v(ti, d)) is derived by utilizing the linear, logistic or

polynomial regression and the term weights for each term ti in document d are

computed as e(~v(ti, d))). The query terms are also transformed into the term

vectors and the scalar product serves as a retrieval function (Frommholz 2008,

pp. 45).

The models discussed above commonly rely on the relevance information set

R for estimating the probability of relevance P (R|q, d). The 2-Poisson Model

(Bookstein & Swanson 1974) is a probabilistic model which does not rely on

such information. The 2-Poisson Model helps in deciding for an index term

ti whether it could be assigned to dj or not. The model assumes that the
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occurrences of a term ti in document dj are distributed differently according

to the Poisson distribution (Fuhr 1992). The 2-Poisson Model became the

basis for more probabilistic models, such as BM25 (Robertson et al. 1995).

Language Models (Ponte & Croft 1998a) are also among such models, which

do not use relevance information, but instead utilize the statistics estimated

from the collection. Language models estimate the probability P (q|lmd), that

a query q could be generated from the language model lmd for a document d.

This calculation further depends upon P (t|lmd), the probability that the term t

could be derived from the document d’s term distribution. Then, the language

model becomes P (q|lmd) =
∏

t∈q P (t|lmd) ·
∏

t/∈q(1 − P (t|lmd)). In the case

that from the first product part no query terms come up in the document,

then P (t|md) is estimated from the collection statistics (Frommholz 2008).

The divergence from randomness (Amati & van Rijsbergen 2002) is another

model similar to the language models and motivated by the 2-Poisson model.

In this model, the term weights are the measurements of the divergence of the

actual term distribution from the computed term distribution under a random

process. The model suggests using two functions, Fn1 and Fn2, for term

weighting, which compute the term’s informative content. The first function

(Fn1) uses the probability that tf occurrences of the term t in a document

d are by mere chance; the lower the probability, the higher the informative

contents of the term. The second function Fn2 measures the information gain,

if the term is accepted as a good descriptor of the document. Fn2 is usually

taken as a normalizing factor for Fn1. Thus, the term vector ~d describes the

document d consisting of the term ti weights computed as w = Fn1 ·Fn2 using

both functions.
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2.1.1 Probability Ranking Principle

As previously argued, most of the probabilistic models in IR derive their theo-

retical justifications from the Probability Ranking Principle (PRP). According

to Robertson (Robertson 1977, p. 295),

If a reference retrieval system’s response to each request is a ranking

of the documents in the collections in order of decreasing probabil-

ity of usefulness to the user who submitted the request, where the

probabilities are estimated as accurately as possible on the basis of

whatever data has been made available to the system for this pur-

pose then the overall effectiveness of the system to its users will be

the best that is obtainable on the basis of that data.

The notation P (R|q, d) is the probability of relevance for a document d to

query q with R denoting the relevance. The PRP argues about and distin-

guishes the optimal retrieval from perfect retrieval, the former can be defined

specially for probabilistic IR, because it can be theoretically justified, from the

document representations D and information need representations Q as shown

in Figure 2.2, while perfect retrieval is associated with the information objects

(documents and information needs). Thus the basic notion of PRP can be put

formally as: let the cost associated with retrieving a relevant document be CR

and irrelevant document CR. According to PRP, a document dr should be

retrieved in response to query qi above any document ds in the collection if:

CR ·P (R|qi, dr) +CR · (1−P (R|qi, dr)) 6 P (R|qi, ds) +CR · (1−P (R|qi, ds))
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Moreover, such a decision rule can be further enhanced to handle the graded

relevance scales. The basic assumptions associated with the probabilistic ap-

proaches based on PRP as argued in Robertson (1977, p. 296) are as follows:

• The relevance of a document to an information need is independent of

other documents in the collection

• The usefulness of a relevant document to a searcher depends on the

number of relevant documents the searcher has already seen

Inferring the probability of relevance from existing information is not a straight-

forward task, because such inference requires knowledge about set R (i.e.,

relevance judgements). Nottelmann & Fuhr (2003) argue that in ad hoc re-

trieval situations probabilistic retrieval algorithms do not directly estimate

the probability of relevance. Hence, for general applications listing’ the doc-

uments in decreasing order of their Retrieval Status Values (RSVs) can serve

the purpose. In Fuhr (1989), the optimum polynomial retrieval function was

presented, which estimates the actual probability of relevance and can han-

dle the complex document representations. In Cooper et al. (1992), staged

logistic regression is proposed for inferring the probability of relevance and the

authors consider this estimation method more reliable and computationally

efficient than the previous estimation approaches. Gey (1994) is another simi-

lar study where logistic regression is used to develop a logistic inference model

for estimating the probability of relevance for a document with respect to the

query. Nottelmann & Fuhr (2003) propose the logistic function for converting

RSVs to the probability of relevance for advanced IR applications.

In the literature, the application-based variants for classic PRP are given. Fuhr

(2008) presents the Probability Ranking Principle for interactive IR (IPRP)
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based on the idea that in Interactive Information Retrieval (IIR) a user moves

between situations and in every situation (s)he has to decide from the pre-

sented list of choices: the first positive decision moves the user to the next

(new) situation. The number of cost and probability parameters are discussed

which help in deciding the optimal order of choices in IIR. In Zuccon et al.

(2009), a quantum-inspired version of PRP is presented: it exploits the proba-

bility of inference notion of quantum mechanics, by considering an IR ranking

process analogous to the double slit experiment in quantum phenomena, hence,

it is refered to as the Quantum Probability Ranking Principle (QPRP). For

applications of QPRP Zuccon & Azzopardi (2010) should be consulted.

2.2 Document Clustering

In machine learning, clustering is a class of unsupervised learning problems,

where the function is not familiar with the underlying structure hidden in the

information and the overall objective is to find that structure without prior

knowledge. In contrast, supervised learning focuses on finding the function

from the labelled training dataset. Clustering in IR was introduced by Salton

(1970) for improving the efficiency of serial search. Effectiveness of cluster-

ing in IR was discussed by Jardine & van Rijsbergen (1971) and many oth-

ers (e.g., (Tombros et al. 2002)). In IR, most of the document clustering

approaches derive their justification from the cluster hypothesis: “closely as-

sociated documents tend to be relevant to the same requests”, as stated in

Rijsbergen (1979, p. 29). In general, the main clustering approaches are fuzzy

(soft) and hard clustering methods, as described by Gan et al. (2007) and
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depicted in Figure 2.4. The fuzzy clustering approaches infer the belonging-

ness of an object using a membership function, so an object could belong to

multiple classes/clusters at the same time, up to a certain degree of member-

ship (Yang 1993). On the other hand, the hard clustering approaches ensure

that an information object/document could only belong to one class/cluster

at a time (Gan et al. 2007).

Clustering Problems

Hard Clustering Fuzzy Clustering

Partition-based Hierarchical

Divisive Agglomerative

Figure 2.4: Clustering Approaches (Gan et al. 2007)

The hard clustering approaches could further be divided into partition-based

approaches and hierarchical approaches. The partitioning algorithms partition

the given data points (documents) on the basis of a similarity or distance mea-

sure, such that the documents within clusters are close to each other and are

far from the documents in other clusters. The partition-based clustering ap-

proaches are different from hierarchical clustering approaches in the way that

they partition the document space without considering/creating any hierarchy.

Hierarchical clustering algorithms, on the other hand, create a hierarchy of the

clusters from a given document space, and are more illustrative than the parti-

tion based approaches. Furthermore, hierarchical clustering approaches do not

require specifying the number of clusters beforehand (Manning et al. 2009).

The structure of the hierarchical clustering approaches is generally depicted in
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a tree like structure called a dendrogram. The divisive hierarchical clustering

approaches take the whole document space as a single cluster and then divide

the cluster into sub-clusters until each element belongs to its own cluster; this

approach is also called the top-down clustering and is computationally expen-

sive. Another hierarchical clustering approach is hierarchical agglomerative

clustering, in which each document belongs to its own cluster at the start and

then the clusters are merged on the basis of a computed similarity/distance

matrix until a threshold is reached where all documents belong to one cluster,

this method is also called the bottom-up approach. Hierarchical agglomerative

clustering is a commonly used approach in IR (Steinbach et al. 2000, Tombros

et al. 2002, Andrews & Fox 2007, Jain 2010).

In addition to the above-mentioned approaches, the model-based clustering ap-

proaches have also been used for document clustering. Zhong & Ghosh (2005)

give a comparative analysis of the model-based approaches to document clus-

tering. The model-based approaches consider that the given data distribution

is generated by a model and focus on inferring/recovering the actual model

from the given data (Manning et al. 2009). Hearst (2006) highlights some

limitations of clustering and proposes the hierarchical faceted categories for

arranging the information to make it more accessible to the user. In general,

the clustering could be off-line for improving the accuracy of the system or

on-line to improve efficiency (Andrews & Fox 2007).

2.2.1 Query-Based Clustering

The query-based clustering approaches consider the user’s query in the clus-

tering process. Tombros et al. (2002, p. 3) distinguish query-based clustering
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from post-retrieval clustering approaches where search results are clustered to

present the documents to the user, as in Allen et al. (1993), Leuski (2001),

Eguchi et al. (2001) and Zeng et al. (2004). In Tombros et al. (2002), the

authors also argue that post-retrieval clustering approaches increase the ef-

fectiveness in cluster-based retrieval (discussed in detail in Section 2.2.2), but

ignore the overall structure of the document space and fail to identify the sim-

ilarity in co-relevant documents, because such measures (e.g., cosine) do not

use the query context, which is the basic element of similarity between two

documents. Thus, the authors emphasize the need for alternative approaches

for query-based clustering and develop the query sensitive similarity measure

for inter-document similarity computation (Tombros et al. 2002, Tombros &

Van Rijsbergen 2004). The authors further argue that the query sensitive

similarity measures are highly effective in assessing inter-document relation-

ships. Their evaluation of the proposed approach with the Nearest Neighbour

test (Voorhees 1985) show that query sensitive similarity measures are signifi-

cantly better than the cosine coefficient (Tombros & Van Rijsbergen 2004, p.

23).

The query sensitive similarity measure is further approached by Na (2013); the

author discusses the limitations of Tombros & Van Rijsbergen (2004)’s query

sensitive similarity measure: that it only supports the vector space model; and

proposes the probabilistic version of the query sensitive similarity measure.

The probabilistic measure discussed in Na (2013) appears to derive its motiva-

tion from the approaches proposed by Tombros & Van Rijsbergen (2004), Fuhr

et al. (2011) and Language Models.

Another query-based clustering approach is proposed by Ma et al. (2010) for

structured peer-to-peer overlay networks using historic queries and defines pull
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and push mode operations on the peer-to-peer network. The query-based key-

word extraction and clustering for IR and knowledge consolidation is given

in Heesch & Stefan (1992), and this approach focuses on query-specific term

extraction which is suggested for clustering to facilitate browsing.

The above discussed approaches of query-based clustering are different from

query clustering approaches such as, Beeferman & Berger (2000), Wen et al.

(2001) and Baeza-Yates et al. (2007), where mainly the queries from the search

logs are clustered to identify the relevant classes of responses for users, and

improve the query term recommendation and retrieval prediction for search

engines.

2.2.2 Cluster-based Re-ranking

The cluster-based retrieval methods, unlike ranked-retrieval systems, retrieve

one or many clusters in response to a query. In this method the clusters

are ranked based on their similarity to the query (Jardine & van Rijsbergen

1971, Voorhees 1985, Liu & Croft 2004). For example, Liu & Croft (2004)

and Kurland & Lee (2009) use clusters for smoothing the documents; Kurland

& Domshlak (2008), Kurland (2008b), Raiber & Kurland (2013), rank the

clusters on the basis of some criteria for further interaction. The cluster-based

retrieval and smoothing approach using Language Modelling (LM) is presented

in Liu & Croft (2004). A similar approach for corpus-based ad-hoc retrieval is

presented in Kurland & Lee (2004). Here, the corpus structure, the computed

overlapping clusters, and the particular information about every document

are combined, and provide the document ranking for a query based on lan-

guage model pd(q) (Kurland & Lee 2004, pp. 195). Another similar approach
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for cluster-based retrieval with query expansion is given in Na et al. (2007).

In Kang et al. (2007), cluster-based retrieval is proposed for patent retrieval.

Here, the authors also propose a technique based on language modelling, and

report that due to the patent structure, language modelling based smoothing is

not a good choice, but overall the cluster-based retrieval improves the retrieval

performance over the language modelling baseline in patent retrieval. Further

review of cluster-based retrieval approaches using language models is given in

Kurland & Lee (2009). The cluster-based re-ranking approaches are discussed

in Lee et al. (2001), Yang et al. (2006), Lin et al. (2007), Kurland (2008a) and

He et al. (2011).

2.2.3 Ranking Clusters

In cluster-based retrieval, the clusters are ranked in order to choose the most

likely relevant/best cluster to re-rank documents, for browsing, evaluating or

presenting them for further interaction. In the literature, many approaches are

suggested and it is argued that the choice of cluster-ranking approach depends

upon the document clustering method. It is empirically proved that clustering

combines more (topically) relevant documents together in a cluster, but finding

such a cluster automatically is a challenge (Kurland 2008a).

In Jardine & van Rijsbergen (1971), the approaches to choose the cluster in

response to a request are discussed for hierarchical document clustering. Liu

& Croft (2004) discuss a similar approach and use LM to create the docu-

ment ranking on the basis of query likelihood of a document from the clusters

ranked on the basis of query likelihood of a cluster. The comparison of various
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approaches such as centrality of a cluster, likelihood that a query can be gen-

erated directly from the cluster, the document centrality, the likelihood that

a query can be generated from the documents in a cluster, are discussed in

Kurland (2008b). A similar approach is used in He et al. (2011) for cluster-

based retrieval for diversification. The optimal query-specific cluster-finding

techniques are discussed in Kurland & Domshlak (2008), where the authors

define cluster-ranking approaches and consider them important for finding the

optimal cluster (the cluster having the highest number of relevant documents)

on the basis of three basic criteria: finding properties of a cluster that link it

with percentage of relevant documents that cluster contain, the cluster ranking

function which uses such cluster properties to assign a weight to the cluster; and

ranking the clusters according to the given ranking function weights. In Raiber

& Kurland (2012), the cluster ranking based on the arithmetic mean and ge-

ometric mean of initial document scores of a cluster is compared to the tra-

ditional cluster-ranking approaches and performance improvement is reported

for large web-scale collections; the authors reported that the cluster hypothe-

sis holds for web collections as it holds for news-wire collections. In a similar

study (Kurland et al. 2012), document-clustering and query-performance pre-

diction are discussed, where the arithmetic mean and geometric mean based

cluster ranking are compared with the deviation-based ascending and descend-

ing cluster-ranking approach Liu & Croft (2008), the former performed better.

A Markov Random Field (MRF) based cluster ranking method is proposed

in Raiber & Kurland (2013) where three different scenarios, i.e., individual

relationship between query and document, collective relationship between all

documents and query, and collective relation within individual documents ex-

cept query, are explored. The MRFs are used to compute the probability of

cluster relevance to the query.
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2.2.4 Probabilistic Document Clustering

Probabilistic document clustering techniques replace the statistical weights,

i.e., tf-idf, with probabilistic weights for document clustering, or estimate prob-

abilities for the relation/similarity inference between information objects. It is

argued in the literature that the traditional document-clustering techniques are

based on heuristics and lack theoretical justification for the underlying process

(Goldszmidt & Sahami 1998, Fuhr et al. 2011). Thus, the approaches based on

probabilistic methods attempt to offer justification for the document-clustering

process. Long et al. (2007) argue that the data/documents containing relations,

i.e., citation and co-authorship etc., are nearly impossible to cluster using tra-

ditional clustering techniques without loss of relational information. Hence,

the authors came up with mixed membership relational clustering, a proba-

bilistic framework, and demonstrate the performance on relational data; this

framework also unifies many state-of-the-art techniques for document cluster-

ing.

In Fersini et al. (2010), the authors propose a document-clustering method for

linked documents like web pages. To address the issue of links between pages

and contained structural information, the jumping probability is computed by

regarding connections in two pages as probabilistic links. The proposed ap-

proach is reported outperforming the k-means and expectation maximization

algorithms over relational web data (when evaluated on vocabulary dimen-

sions, i.e., 20, 50, 100 terms) for class/partition agreement, purity and effec-

tiveness (Fersini et al. 2010). Goldszmidt & Sahami (1998) present probabilis-

tic document-clustering with theoretical justification from probability theory.

Here, the probabilistic document overlap computation is suggested over the
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statistical document vectors and the demonstration of using this approach for

hierarchical agglomerative clustering and iterative clustering is also given. The

decentralized probabilistic document clustering method is presented in Papa-

petrou et al. (2011) and a distributed version of the k-means clustering algo-

rithm is presented. The probabilistic approach for on-line document clustering

is presented in Ishikawa et al. (2001) and Zhang et al. (2004). In addition, the

document clustering approaches based on statistical language modelling (Liu

& Croft 2004, Erkan 2006, Kurland & Krikon 2011) directly or indirectly make

use of probabilistic approaches as language models. In Fuhr et al. (2011), the

optimum clustering framework (OCF) is proposed. The beauty of this frame-

work lies in its sound theoretical justification for document clustering and the

use of the notion of query set for document clustering. This framework is a

probabilistic document clustering framework, justified by the cluster hypothe-

sis and satisfies the axioms of Ackerman & Ben-David (2008) and the formal

constraints of Amig et al. (2009) for cluster evaluation. For this reason the

OCF is discussed in the following section.

2.3 Optimum Clustering Framework

In this section, the OCF as described in Fuhr et al. (2011) is presented for

reference and later consultation. The OCF relies on three major components:

query set, probabilistic retrieval function and document similarity metric, as

depicted in Figure 2.5. The OCF uses internal measures for evaluating the

clustering C of documents D on the basis of query set Q which in itself is a

relevance-based representation of D. This leads to the derivation of expected

F-measure. The OCF is defined in Fuhr et al. (2011) as:
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For a document collection D, a set of Queries Q and retrieval func-

tion yielding estimates of the probability of relevance P (rel|q, d)

for every query-document pair (q, d), C is an optimum clustering iff

there exists no clustering Ć of D with

π(D,Q, C) < π(D,Q, Ć)∧ ρ(D,Q, C) 6 ρ(D,Q, Ć) or π(D,Q, C) 6

π(D,Q, Ć) ∧ ρ(D,Q, C) < ρ(D,Q, Ć)

not compared directly to each other but via their relevance to Q. In Sect. 5, a discussion on
concrete query sets and their close relation to existing approaches is brought up. Section 6
deals with fusion principles that are tailored to the metrics of the OCF. To illustrate and
substantiate the applicability of our framework, the design and the results of some
experiments are presented in Sect. 7.

The major contribution of this paper is the development of a solid theoretical framework
for future research on document clustering.

2 Related work

Document clustering has a long history of research, see e.g. El-Hamdouchi and Willett
(1989), van Rijsbergen (1979). The decisive point of our work is the introduction of
relevance into the clustering process and indeed, early papers (Ivie 1966; Jackson 1970)
aimed at a closer connection between document similarity and relevance. But this line of
research has not been continued. Robertson (1977) even stated that the cluster hypothesis
and the PRP are somewhat in contrast, since the former cannot be incorporated directly for
computing the document-wise probabilities of relevance. However, as indicated above, our
approach takes the opposite direction, using probabilities of relevance for generating
clusterings.

More recent research has addressed the three major steps of document clustering:
document representation (Ji and Xu 2006), similarity computation (Li et al. 2007; Xu et al.
2003) and fusion (Cutting et al. 1992; Ke et al. 2009). On the other hand, there has been an
increasing number of applications of document clustering for various purposes. Besides the
‘classic’ approach of collection clustering—be it for supporting browsing (especially for
topic detection and tracking Allan et al. (1998)) or for cluster-based retrieval (Liu and
Croft 2004; Voorhees 1985), the focus has been mainly on result clustering, where the
documents of the result set are grouped in order to structure the output (Leuski 2001). In
addition, these clusters can also be ranked (Kurland and Domshlak 2008; Kurland and Lee
2006; Liu et al. 2008; Tombros et al. 2002). Other researchers have used result clustering
for improving the ranked retrieval result, e.g. via cluster-based smoothing of documents
(Diaz 2005; Liu and Croft 2004) or cluster-based resampling for pseudo-relevance feed-
back (Kurland 2008; Lee et al. 2008).

In contrast to the vast amount of literature of document clustering methods, there are
only a few user-oriented evaluations in this area. Some empirical user studies have shown

(1) Query set Q

Clustering for D
Relevance-based

representation of some
d!D with respect to Q

(2) Retrieval model (3) Similarity metric

Documents D
(vector space

representation)
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Generation of a clustering (fusioning) Internal evaluation of

Same colors
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eF(D, Q, )
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Fig. 1 Illustration of the optimum clustering framework, OCF, here used as internal evaluation criterion to
assess a given clustering C. Salient property of OCF is an information-need-driven computation of document
similarities: based on a query set Q relevance-based representations of the documents D are computed, and
from the correlation of the resulting similarity graph and C the so-called ‘‘expected F-measure’’ is derived

Inf Retrieval

123

Figure 2.5: Optimum Clustering Framework (Fuhr et al. 2011, p. 96)

In the context of OCF, the evaluation metric is based on counting the pairs of

relevant documents (for each query) existing in the same cluster and dividing

it by total number of pairs in the same cluster. The pairwise precision Pp

as a weighted average over all clusters, and expected F-measure are defined

to analyse the quality of different clusterings C for agglomerative and divisive

methods and are defined in (see Fuhr et al. (2011) for detailed discussion):

Pp(D,Q,R, C) =
1

|D|
∑
Ci∈C
ci>1

ci
∑
qk∈Q

rik(rik − 1)

ci(ci − 1)

Where D = {d1, ..., dN} , Q = {q1, ..., qK}, R is relevance, C is cluster and

ci = |Ci| is the size of cluster Ci and rik = r(Ci, qk) = |{dm ∈ Ci|(qk, dm) ∈ R|.

Likewise the pairwise recall is defined as:
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Rp(D,Q,R, C) =

∑
qk∈Q

∑
ci∈C rik(rik − 1)∑

qk∈Q
gk>1

gk(gk − 1)

where gk = g(qk) = |{d ∈ D|(qk, d) ∈ R}|.

According to the above mentioned ideal clustering which is based on relevance

judgements R the definition of the OCF based metrics expected cluster pre-

cision (ecp) and expected recall and expected F-measure (eF) are derived as

follows:

In OCF, for computing the expected cluster precision (ecp) a measure, re-

stricted expected cluster precision for a cluster C is defined, for each document,

as the OCF deals with the estimates of the probability of relevance hence the τ :

D → [0, 1]|Q| with τT (dm) = (P (rel|q1, dm), P (rel|q2, dm), . . . , P (rel|q|Q|, dm))

the restricted ecp is defined as follows:

σ̃(C) =
1

c(c− 1)

∑
(dl,dm)∈C×C

dl 6=dm

τT (dl) · τ(dm)

According to the previously given restricted expected cluster precision the

cluster quality measures i.e., expected precision π can be computed as:

π(D, C, C) =
1

|D|
∑
Ci∈C

ciσ(Ci) (2.1)

as a weighted average over cluster size of ecp values. Similarly for the expected

recall ρ the quality of the clustering for (D,Q) pairs is defined as a numerator,

as the denominator becomes a constant:
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ρ(D,Q, C) =
∑
Ci∈C

ci(ci − 1)σ(Ci)

These definitions of expected precision π and expected recall ρ are used in an

OCF expected F-measure:

eF (D,Q, C) =
2

1
π(D,Q,C) + 1

ρ(D,Q,C)

The detailed description of the above-stated measures is given in Fuhr et al.

(2011). These measures are given here for illustrative purposes.

Other means such as document representation, similarity computation, fusion

and clustering for supporting browsing and cluster-based retrieval, are also

highlighted in Fuhr et al. (2011). The performance of OCF based approaches

relies heavily on the query sets for document clustering. As OCF supports

query-based clustering the challenge here is to produce the expressive and

diverse query sets that can represent information needs, as well as serve as the

best representation for the collection. In Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, these

OCF based notions are further highlighted.

2.3.1 Query Set Generation

Translating the users’ information needs into a query set is a challenging task.

In an ideal scenario, the system should have the context information about the

user’s information needs leading to context-specific query set, and clustering,

which will then be context specific. The OCF allows generating query sets from

three paradigms: local, global and external. The basic properties of these
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paradigms are given in Table 2.1, namely, the query generation paradigms,

suitable relevance computation mechanisms, the clustering approaches suitable

for that paradigm; and brief summary.

In the local paradigm, if every term in a document collection is taken as a

query then this resembles the traditional bag-of-words clustering, based on

document similarity by terms. In addition, the key-phrase extraction from the

document can also be used as a query set. The global paradigm supports the

use of topic modelling approaches for query sets. Furthermore, the external

paradigm supports the Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) to use an external

source as a representation of the user’s information needs (Fuhr et al. 2011).

Paradigm Relevance Clustering Summary

Local VSM, BM25, Language
Model

Bag-of-Words
(BoW), Keyword
based clustering

Query terms are ex-
tracted from each docu-
ment in the collection in-
dependently.

Global Probabilistic Latent Se-
mantic Indexing, Latent
Dirichlet Allocation

XML Clustering Queries are generated by
considering global prop-
erties of the document
set, e.g. topical or struc-
tural.

External Relevance judgements,
user feedback, foreign
document collections,
Explicit Semantic Anal-
ysis

Semi supervised
clustering

Queries are generated
based on any source of
external knowledge e.g.,
Wikipedia etc.

Table 2.1: Query set Generation Paradigms Supported in OCF

2.3.2 Retrieval Function and Document Weights

Besides the query set, another feature of the OCF is the estimation of P (R|dm, qi).

The choice of retrieval function generally go along the query set generation

strategy. A suitable retrieval function such as BM25, language modelling or
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tf.idf could be selected, but the actual power of OCF depends upon compar-

ing the probability of relevance scores for different queries. Thus, the retrieval

function should directly estimate the probability of relevance or manage to

convert retrieval status values (RSVs) to probability of relevance (Nottelmann

& Fuhr 2003). The OCF based similarity metric is the scalar product of the

τ(d) vectors, which gives the estimation of the possible number of queries to

which the documents in question are relevant (Fuhr et al. 2011).

2.3.3 Fusion Methods

The optimum clustering framework supports the fusion principles which anal-

yse the cluster quality at each step, i.e., agglomerative and divisive. The OCF

based quality metrics, expected precision and expected recall. In agglomerative

clustering, the expected precision resembles the group average method which

considers all pairs of the resulting cluster, thus, each step results in a cluster

with higher or equal recall than the two merged clusters. On the other hand,

the divisive method starts with single cluster with high expected recall but low

precision, and the divisive step takes place at increased precision and minimum

reduction in recall. The performance evaluation of OCF with k-means, group

average and random assignment is given in Fuhr et al. (2011).

2.4 Interactive Information Retrieval

The interactive information retrieval systems research dates back to the 1970s.

Unlike system-oriented approaches to IR the interactive IR, approaches focus

more on the user aspect of information retrieval. For instance, in Salton (1970)
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the author discusses the role of the user during the retrieval process and the

evaluation problems of existing IIR systems were highlighted and discussed.

The Cranfield and TREC evaluation initiatives have contributed much to ad-

vancing the IIR research, as can be seen nowadays, and were guided by mak-

ing basic assumptions regarding users, their information needs and behaviour.

Such assumptions helped in building evaluation criteria for IIR systems (Kelly

2007), but such evaluation criteria could not completely incorporate and in-

volve the actual user in the IR evaluation process. Many researchers proposed

various models for information seeking and user behaviour in the search sys-

tems; a chronological discussion of such models is given in Ingwersen & Järvelin

(2005). The classification of such models given in White (2011), is shown in

Table 2.2; some of the prominent models are Dervin and Nilan (1986)’s Sense-

Making Model (as cited in Ingwersen & Järvelin (2005, p. 59)), which consists

of ‘situation’, ‘gap’ and ‘outcome’, where an actor (searcher) with a certain

‘task ’, progresses in a ‘situation’, where at a certain temporal condition she

encounters a ‘gap’ which blocks the progress. In order to continue towards the

outcome, the actor needs to make sense of the situation which helps in bridging

the ‘gap’ and helps the actor to progresses towards the ‘outcome’.

Type Description Example

Cognitive Models Focus on cognitive processes underlying
search activity

Dervin & Nilan (1986), In-
gwersen (1996)

Strategic Models
Focus on strategies that user employ
when searching

Bates (1990)

Process Models
Developing Multi-stage representations
of user’s search activities

Kuhlthau (1991), Mar-
chionini (1997)

Episodic Models
Representing the stages of interaction
more coarsely than process models

Belkin et al. (1995) Pharo
(2004)

Stratified Models
Representing search interaction as a set
of searcher-system strata, when each
stratum influences interaction

Saracevic (1997)

Table 2.2: Classification of Information Seeking Models (White 2011)
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The feature set of information seeking behaviour was identified by Ellis (1989,

as cited in Wilson (1999), Ingwersen & Järvelin (2005, p. 64)). This feature set

comprises ‘Starting ’, ‘Chaining ’, ‘Browsing ’, ‘Differentiating ’, ‘Monitoring ’,

‘Extracting ’, ‘Verifying ’ and ‘Ending ’; this feature set highlights the various

behavioural activities taking place during the search process, while leaving

the sequence of the occurrence of the features during the process open and

dependent on the particular search situation.

The document presentation and interaction methods are highlighted in Bates

(1990, 1989); the “berrypicking” method of browsing is proposed and the infor-

mation seeking behaviour of the user in on-line systems is discussed as depicted

in Figure 2.6. The berrypicking model focuses on the behaviour of the searcher:

Q0

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

T
T

T

T

E

Q = query variation
T = thought
E = Exit

Figure 2.6: Berrypicking model showing evolving search (Bates 1989)

in Figure 2.6, the continuation of the search process is shown by the line, where

the various actions (e.g., query variation, analysing the documents and shifts

in thinking) taken by the user for accomplishing the goal of satisfying infor-

mation need are shown as they could take place and evolve the search process.

Bates (1989), further argues that such an interaction of the user is contextual

and takes place in the universe of interest, which is a subset of the universe of

knowledge.
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Beside these the (Kuhlthau 1991)’s Search Process Model, (Wilson 1999)s

model on information behaviour, Byström-Järvelin Model (Byström & Järvelin

1995), the everyday-life information seeking model (Savolainen 1995) and Mar-

chionini’s information seeking process model (Marchionini 1997) are the promi-

nent models regarding the information seeking behaviours. Godbold (2006)

highlights that the information-seeking and behaviour models should provide

multi-directional- progress support to the user’s information-seeking by con-

sidering the user’s search behaviours, and presents a model which is a blend

of (Wilson 1997)’s model and (Dervin 1999)’s theory of sense making.

IR by browsing is proposed by Cox (1992), where the common interface for

many IR tasks is highlighted with the focus on designing data structures,

browsing operations and the functional requirements in such a system. The

context of IIR with basic notions of user interaction is provided in Robins

(2000), where various IIR models are also compared briefly to put things in

context. The facets of classification of interactions, which is the extension of

Belkin (1996)’s episodic model of IR interactions on the basis of Mode, Method,

Goal and Resource, is proposed in Cool & Belkin (2002), where the interac-

tion classification facets are also highlighted and discussed. The Information

Seeking and Retrieval (IS&R) and cognitive perspective in IR (Ingwersen 1994,

1996) had given a new direction to IIR research where the underlying notion of

polyrepresentation of information is discussed; a comprehensive commentary

on IS&R is given in Ingwersen & Järvelin (2005). A novel theoretical frame-

work for IIR was proposed by Fuhr (2008) with the notion that, when a user

moves between situations, the information retrieved depends on the choices

s/he makes and these control the ordering of the situations. This cost-based

model is derived from situations, choices and expected benefits associated with
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them: this helps in computing the Probability Ranking Principle (PRP) for In-

teractive IR. An Information-seeking Strategies (ISS) based on IIR framework

is proposed in Fuhr et al. (2008) where the selection, projection, organization

and visualization phases for IIR with query, interaction and representation

are highlighted. This framework provides a balanced combination of cogni-

tive and system-oriented approaches in the context of IIR. The IIR research

equally extends to multimedia systems. The Content Based Information Re-

trieval (CBIR) interaction model is proposed in Liu (2009), which considers

the relevance region, relevance level, time and frequency as the deciding fac-

tors for interaction (Shen et al. 2008, Cui et al. 2010, Dinakaran et al. 2010).

Human-Computer Information Retrieval (HCIR) systems also come in this

stream of research: the focus of HCIR systems is to design interactive in-

terfaces for search systems on the basis of human information behaviour and

human-computer interaction. The promise is to develop systems where the

user controls the behaviour of the search system (Gray 2006). The utilisation

of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) in IR is explored in Spink & Saracevic

(1998). The authors considered feedback-based HCI models and identified five

interactive feedback types, i.e., content relevance feedback, term relevance feed-

back, magnitude feedback, tactical review feedback and term review feedback;

the connection in IR interaction and feedback has also been highlighted.

In the literature, the major aspects of IIR are studied in detail, i.e., the re-

trieval models, information seeking behaviour, user interaction with the in-

formation system, the cognitive perspective of information representation and

needs, query expansion, relevance feedback and user based evaluation, but

these aspects are mainly explored in respective local contexts.
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2.5 Cognitive Information Retrieval and Polyrep-

resentation

The objective of cognitive approaches in information retrieval is to bridge the

gap between the information object space and the user cognitive space. Un-

derstanding of a user interaction behaviour in the IR systems could lead to

effectiveness in IR processes as argued in Ford & Ford (1993). The authors

further explore user information-seeking behaviours and their effects on in-

teraction. In Ingwersen (1994), it is argued that human information process-

ing involves multi-dimensional cognitive spaces which are highly dependent

upon the inputs from the external environment and highlight the three crucial

components: uncertainties and unpredictabilities, pre-supposition and inten-

tionality and direct and real information retrieval. Uncertainties and unpre-

dictabilities apply to both IR system and user in a communication situation

when sending, receiving and processing the information. While pre-supposition

and intentionality apply to the transferred message, direct and real informa-

tion retrieval could ideally happen when individuals replace IR systems. The

author further argues that all three issues could be addressed during the com-

munication process when many cognitive structures (cognitively different and

functionally different) could be used at sender and receiver sides to incor-

porate context in communication (Ingwersen 1994). In order to incorporate

many cognitive structures, the Principle of Polyrepresentation or multiple-

evidence (Ingwersen 1994, 1996, Ingwersen & Järvelin 2005) is proposed to

use many functionally (coming from same user but for different purposes) and

cognitively (coming from different users) different representations. The ba-

sic argument that the Principle of Polyrepresentation supports is that in the
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communication process, when the information held in the cognitive space is

reduced to symbols for communicating, some information is lost (because the

symbols, i.e., characters, merely represent the semantics of what is the mind).

This effect is known as cognitive free fall (Ingwersen & Järvelin 2005, p. 34 ).

In the literature, the Principle of Polyrepresentation is applied and explored

in various experimental settings and contexts ranging from information need

(Ingwersen 1994) cognitive perspectives (Ingwersen 1996), document indepen-

dent query expansion (Kelly et al. 2005), interactive query expansion (Diriye

et al. 2009), polyrepresentation based implicit feedback (White 2006), query

representations (Efron & Winget 2010), inter and intra document contexts

(Skov et al. 2006a,b) information seeking strategies (Beckers 2009) to quantum

inspired IR (Frommholz et al. 2010). Besides this, good account of tested and

expected possibilities regarding polyrepresentation are given in Larsen et al.

(2006) where the authors present the context and possibilities for which mul-

tiple evidence is used in IR, and this paper provides a good account of review

on the Principle of Polyrepresentation research.

Work carried out in this thesis is highly motivated from the developments in

information seeking and cognitive IR. The information seeking literature pro-

vides the basis for various states, actions and the strategies a search system

user adopts during the search process; while the cognitive IR approaches pro-

vide in-depth understanding of the cognition behind the knowledge creation,

knowledge representation and searching. Moreover, the cognitive models in

IR provide the overview of the information space and various forms informa-

tion could take from abstract mental models to the actual language (written

and/or spoken) specific representations. Thus there is a connection between

information seeking and cognitive IR models. Hence, this work benefits from
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use of knowledge in both the domains to achieve research objectives and make

their connection more explicit in the proposed formal framework. For exam-

ple, Belkin et al. (1993) and Cool & Belkin (2002) discuss various modes of

information seeking, which supports browsing. Moreover, (Zeng et al. 2004)

consider document clustering as a tool to support browsing. Thus, in this work

information seeking modes (browsing and searching) are combined with cog-

nitive IR by the means of clustering approach. Moreover, the simulated user

methodology adopted for evaluating the proposed polyrepresentative cluster-

based approach (which is one of the cognitive approaches to IR) is derived

from available models in information seeking and retrieval.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, the key concepts about state-of-the-art approaches in IR re-

lated to this research are highlighted, with special emphasis on probabilist

document clustering, Principle of Polyrepresentation and OCF, which in par-

ticular are directly related to the underlying theme of this thesis. Moreover,

the Interactive IR, query-based clustering approaches are also discussed. The

intention here is not to provide a complete survey of discussed approaches, but

to create the ground for further argument.



Chapter 3

Implementing OCF-based Polyrep-

resentative Browsing and Search-

ing Strategies

In order to develop a cluster and cognitive IR based system, it is crucial to

understand and comprehend the very nature of possible user interactions with

such a system. In this chapter, an abstract problem scenario is presented

with the definition of the overall search situations, problems, constraints and

possibilities within the context of OCF and polyrepresentation. The user model

underlying the further considerations is discussed, consisting of possible search

and browsing strategies within the settings of the polyrepresentative clustering

approach. This chapter also holds the discussion on implementing such an

approach in the context of OCF and Polyrepresentation.

42
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3.1 Clustering and Polyrepresentation in Con-

text

The document clustering approaches act on the principle that similar docu-

ments should be clustered together and these should be far from dissimilar

documents, which are clustered (in another cluster) along with other docu-

ments similar to them. In this regard, it is crucial that there should be some

premise about the overall cluster topic or trend, based on which the documents

tend to be clustered, especially when query-based clustering is considered. The

query set in this OCF-related case consists of the actual contents of the doc-

uments, i.e., the words, sentences and paragraphs etc., in order to present the

clusters to the user having some information need in mind and with the in-

tention that the user should reach the desired cluster which is relevant to that

particular information need and efforts should be minimized. The challenge

presented here is, in what sequence should the clusters be presented to the

user; what would be the possible strategy of the user within the cluster, i.e.,

which documents the user would prefer to visit first, which cluster the user

would visit next after looking at the certain document(s) in the previously vis-

ited cluster; and whether the user will revisit the cluster(s), that have already

been visited.

The Principle of Polyrepresentation states that if an information object (e.g. a

document) is relevant with respect to many representations, the more likely it

is relevant to the user’s information needs (Ingwersen & Järvelin 2005). The

situation is elaborated in Figure 3.1.
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Total Cognitive Overlap

Figure 3.1: Polyrepresentation and Total Cognitive Overlap

Here three different representations are assumed. R denotes the relevance of

representations. R1 is the set of documents relevant with respect to represen-

tation 1 (but not w.r.t. representations 2 and 3), R12 is the set of documents

where representations 1 and 2 are relevant, but not representation 3, etc. R0

is the set of documents that are totally irrelevant w.r.t. any representation.

Following this notation, R123 is the so-called cognitive overlap – the set of

documents where all representations are relevant. According to the Principle

of Polyrepresentation many relevant documents can be found here, which has

been confirmed in several experiments (e.g. Skov et al. (2006b), Larsen et al.

(2006), Kelly & Fu (2007)). However, to exploit the full potential of polyrep-

resentation it is necessary to look beyond the cognitive overlap (Frommholz

et al. 2010). An example, here for the polyrepresentation of information ob-

jects, should illustrate this. Assume a user seeks for “good introductions to

quantum mechanics”. Certainly the content of a book (quantum mechanics)

helps to estimate relevance, but also other representations (e.g. reviews de-

scribing that this book is of introductory nature, as well as ratings saying that
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a book is a good one) need to be involved. If a user just seeks for “good books

about quantum mechanics”, reviews may be less important while ratings and

the content still are.

3.2 Polyrepresentative Partitions and Cluster

Partitions

Polyrepresentation, like partition-based clustering, partitions the document

space with respect to different representations and their relevance to the infor-

mation need. As explained above in Section 3.1. The OCF (see Section 2.3),

as a query-based clustering framework, inherently relies on the notion of query

set, which possibly represents every aspect of the document space for cluster-

ing. Hence, combining the polyrepresentative query sets with the document

clustering in general and OCF in particular, is quite intuitive.

For the previously discussed book search example, if the users only look at the

cognitive overlap of all three representations they may fail to retrieve relevant

documents for the latter query as it would ignore documents that are relevant

by content and reviews only. An immediate problem arises, that there is

little or no information about the user’s cognitive space, how should we rank

documents outside the cognitive overlap? Should we consider R12 before R23?

So far polyrepresentation has mostly been used as a means to rank documents.

However, when it comes to interactive retrieval, clustering is another method

for accessing information. Therefore our basic idea is to create clusters that

correspond to the different setsR based on the relevance of the representations;

such clustering can then be used to match these partitions R. For instance,
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the total cognitive overlap R123 would ideally correspond to a cluster C123 that

contains documents that are highly relevant to all representations. Instead of

producing a ranked list of documents, an interactive polyrepresentative IR

system could present the user the cognitive overlap cluster first and cluster

representations of other R sets as alternatives. In order to further elaborate

the notion of polyrepresentative cluster searching and browsing we discuss the

major aspects of this approach in the rest of the chapter.

3.3 Ideal Cluster Browsing Strategy with Re-

spect to Polyrepresentation

In polyrepresentation-based ranked retrieval, documents assumed to be rele-

vant appear in the total cognitive overlap, which ideally is placed high in the

rank, followed by documents in other overlaps for evaluation and interaction.

The question here is: how can the same rank order be achieved, when clustering

is used to create the polyrepresentative partitions?

Total Cognitive Overlap

C3

C1C4

C2

Figure 3.2: Cluster based
Browsing

R1

Total Cognitive Overlap

R2
R3

Figure 3.3: Polyrepresenta-
tive Browsing
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Considering the aforementioned challenge, an ideal polyrepresentative cluster

browsing scenario is depicted in Figure 3.2. Assume that the user is presented

with the cognitive overlap first, e.g., C3, and the user looks at as many doc-

uments as he likes. From there, the user navigates to C1, looks at a certain

number of documents, then jumps to C4 and finally visits C2, and then the

session ends, with information need satisfied. (Four clusters here are only

for illustration purposes, there could be more or fewer clusters according to

the representations.) Assuming that cognitive overlaps can be modelled with

clusters, this search strategy is analogous to the polyrepresentative strategy

depicted in Figure 3.3, where the user starts with cognitive overlap and moves

on to the next overlap, depending on the experience of the previously visited

overlap or the representation of his/her interest. In this respect, Figures 3.2

and 3.3 show the ideal path for a user to follow through the clusters and cogni-

tive overlaps, respectively. For example, for the book search example discussed

above, the user may be presented with the total cognitive overlap where the

representations contents, ratings, reviews and the meta information (about

the book such as, author, publisher, number of pages, year of publication etc.)

contribute. The choice of the user and his/her interest in any particular repre-

sentation or their combination will lead to the next state in the browsing path.

If a user is more interested in reviews and ratings, the overlap where these two

representations are dominantly contributed would be the next ideal state. But

if the user is more interested in meta information, then the ideal state in the

path would be where the meta information and the contents dominantly con-

tribute. The search path becomes ideal only if it presents the user flexibility,

and with minimum effort invested by the user it leads to satisfaction of the

search goal.
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In a real world situation, this ideal path is, of course, not known. The goal of

a polyrepresentative retrieval system would then be to guide the user through

the information space established by clusters and cognitive overlaps. However,

if an IR system is expected to present the user with clustered documents for the

specified information need, this can be challenging in many ways. Firstly, the

challenge is to find a cluster that qualifies for being the total cognitive overlap,

and the starting point for the user to start the search session. Secondly, which

cluster should be presented to the user while the user has already looked at

the first cluster? Because, ideally the choice of the next cluster the user visits

depends upon many factors, e.g., usefulness of the previous cluster and the

dominant representation in that cluster. The clusters in this kind of scenario

are the better choice over the ranked retrieval in that they are analogous to the

overlaps of polyrepresentation when various representations are employed to

compute them as discussed in Section 3.1. We will now discuss the underlying

user model assumed in this work.

3.4 Polyrepresentative Cluster Browsing Strat-

egy

The polyrepresentative cluster browsing strategy aims at presenting the clus-

ters to the user for initiating the search process and creating the path for

further interactions. As discussed in the previous section by visiting each clus-

ter in various ways, the search process could be carried out. There are several

points that need to be considered for design and evaluation of the proposed
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polyrepresentative cluster browsing strategy, depicted in Figure 3.4, as fol-

lows. Where to start the search process and how to find the total cognitive

overlap cluster? Once started, what would be the within-cluster search strat-

egy? Which browsing path should the user follow in terms of cluster selection

and presentation? Will the user come back to already-visited clusters or not.

In the following sections we discuss each of these assumptions for a user-based

Total Cognitive Overlap

C3

C1C4

C2

?

Figure 3.4: Polyrepresentative Cluster Browsing Strategy issues

polyrepresentative cluster browsing strategy.

3.4.1 Total Cognitive Overlap Cluster

The real challenge of the polyrepresentative approach lies in finding the actual

total cognitive overlap. Hence, the cluster browsing strategy should first ad-

dress the issue of which cluster candidate could possibly be the total cognitive

overlap to start the ranking with, as depicted in Figure 3.5, where cluster C3

is shown as a possible total cognitive overlap to start the browsing with. In

other words: can we identify the total cognitive overlap by means of clustering?

This question is addressed in Chapter 4, where the methods to identify the to-

tal cognitive overlap cluster are devised and supported; with the assumption
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driven by polyrepresentation that a total cognitive overlap exists that contains

relevant documents and has a high precision, and the experimental evidence is

presented.

Total Cognitive Overlap

C3

C1C4

C2

Figure 3.5: Total Cognitive Overlap in Polyrepresentative Cluster Brows-
ing Strategy

3.4.2 Assumed Within Cluster Search Strategy

In a polyrepresentative cluster browsing strategy, it is also crucial to define and

understand the user behaviour within the cluster, after it has been presented

to the user.

In this work, we assume that the user is given a ranking of documents which

is made up from the cluster and that the user examines the top l documents

in this ranking. It is further assumed that the clusters are independent. This

notion is depicted in Figure 3.6 if a user happens to visit the cluster in this

strategy, what number of documents the user will visit, whether they will visit

a constant number of documents in each cluster, or the number of documents
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Total Cognitive Overlap

C3

C1C4

C2

Figure 3.6: Assumed within Cluster Search Strategy

looked at decreases with an increasing number of visited clusters. This ap-

proach is covered in Section 3.7.

3.4.3 Cluster Ranking for User Guidance in Search

In a polyrepresentative cluster browsing strategy, the sequence in which the

clusters are visited by the user is crucial. This roaming strategy over the

clusters is depicted in Figure 3.7; here, the challenge is to infer the sequence

in which the user will visit the clusters. In order to tackle this issue, we used

cluster quality measures as described in, Section 3.7 and 4.1.3, and ranked the

clusters according to the computed scores.

In this implementation and evaluation, the clusters are assumed independent.

This is a simplification as the choice of the next cluster to visit depends on

which cluster the user has already visited and which cluster the user is in right

now. This cluster ranking strategy does not consider this notion and simply

relies on the assumption that clusters are independent.
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Total Cognitive Overlap

C3

C1C4

C2

Figure 3.7: Cluster Ranking for User Guidance

3.4.4 Iterations and repetition in Cluster Browsing

In the polyrepresentation cluster browsing strategy, the consideration of the

repetition and iterations is crucial. For example, the user after looking at

a certain number of clusters, will return back to already-visited cluster(s) or

reaching the end of the cluster list, the user may prefer to end the session or

start looking back at the top cluster again, as depicted in Figure 3.8. The

simplified assumption made in this study is that the user will only iterate, but

will not jump back in the middle of the iterations.

Total Cognitive Overlap

C3

C1C4

C2

?

Figure 3.8: Iteration in Browsing Strategy
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This strategy is evaluated in Chapter 5, where the simulated user strategies

are used to evaluate the polyrepresentative clustering.

3.5 Polyrepresentative Clustering in Context

Although the Principle of Polyrepresentation has been reported to improve

the performance in IR for ranked retrieval systems, its combination with the

document clustering approaches pose many challenges, as discussed in Chapter

3. In ranked retrieval as well as in a clustering scenario, it is obvious that the

user should check the total cognitive overlap first, as this is likely to contain

many relevant documents (Frommholz & Abbasi 2014). (see Section 4.2 which

presents the methods to identify the candidate cluster for possible total cog-

nitive overlap). However, it is not straightforward to determine which set to

present next to the user – this depends for instance on the user’s actual pref-

erences, which is often not known to the system, as argued in Sections 3.4.2,

and 3.4.3, and depicted in Figure 3.9. For example, the user may or may not be

interested in reviews, recalling the book search example in Section 3.1. If the

user is not interested in the reviews, then documents with a high probability

of relevance for reviews but not for any other representation could be ignored,

as presented in Abbasi & Frommholz (2014b). This strategy is elaborated in

the user scenario discussed in Chapter 5, where the experiment design and

evaluation of user-based approaches are discussed.

Referring back to the scenario in Figure 3.9, assume that a way has been found

to create the different partitionsR (it will be discussed latter at least how these

partitions could be approximated). As a search strategy, users may investigate

the total cognitive overlap R123 first, as the Principle of Polyrepresentation
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Total Cognitive Overlap

C3

C1C4

C2

Figure 3.9: Cluster Ranking for User Guidance

suggests. This notion is described in Section 3.4.1. If a user is not interested

in representation R3 but in the other representations they may now proceed

to R12 and then later explore R1 and R2. This strategy imposes a weak path

of representations provided by the user, in this case R123 – R13 – (R1|R2).

We may further assume the user does not investigate a whole partition, but

only some top l documents in the subsequent partition. One of the claims

here is that such a polyrepresentative browsing strategy is more effective than

exploring one single possibly polyrepresentative ranked list of documents. This

strategy is explained in Section 3.4.3. Keeping this in mind we describe the

polyrepresentative clustering approach in the following sections.

3.6 Polyrepresentative Clustering

The above browsing strategy assumed that the partitions R are created and

presented to the user for exploration. The question that immediately arises

is how this can be achieved. From the consideration above, it becomes clear
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that polyrepresentation creates a partitioning of the document set based on

representations. Furthermore each document is contained in one and only

one of the sets induced by polyrepresentation. If we assume each document

can only be part of exactly one cluster, document clustering creates a similar

partitioning of the document space. Naturally we can ask if it is possible to

create a polyrepresentation-induced partitioning by means of clustering where

the clusters match the partitions R.

3.6.1 The Optimum Clustering Framework

As mentioned before, the Optimum Clustering Framework (OCF) proposed

by Fuhr et al. (2011) appears to provide a sound theoretical justification for

document clustering in IR. The OCF is based on the well known cluster hy-

pothesis (Rijsbergen 1979). The OCF uses the notion of query sets by reversing

the cluster hypothesis, i.e., the documents relevant to the same queries in the

query set should appear in the same clusters. We present this idea for polyrep-

resentation in the form of a polyrepresentation cluster hypothesis : “documents

relevant to the same representations should appear in the same cluster” as

presented in (Frommholz & Abbasi 2014).

The OCF acts upon the probability of relevance Pr(R|d, q) of document d with

respect to query q ∈ Q in the query set. Hence, each document d in a document

set D is represented by a vector ~τ as

~τ(d) =


Pr(R|d, q1)

...

Pr(R|d, qn)

 (3.1)
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where n is the number of queries in the query set Q. Such document vectors

are then clustered using any clustering function as per the overall set up.

In order to use OCF with polyrepresentation we need to differentiate between

the polyrepresentation of information needs and polyrepresentation of docu-

ments.

3.6.2 OCF-based IN Polyrepresentation

In order to apply clustering to information needs polyrepresentation, let REPin

be the set of representations of an information need in. Pr(R|d, ri) is computed

for each document d and ri ∈ REPin. From this we create a vector:

~τin(d) =


Pr(R|d, r1)

...

Pr(R|d, rn)

 (3.2)

with n = |REPin|. Pr(R|d, ri) is the probability of relevance of the document

d with respect to an information need representation ri.

For information need based polyrepresentation, the information need repre-

sentations provided with the iSearch collection described in Section 4.1.1 were

used to establish the set REPin as

REPin = {search term (ST), work task(WT),

background knowledge(BgK), ideal answer(IA),

current information need description(CN)}
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For example, the ~τin will look something like the following,

~τin(d) =



Pr(R|d, q-search terms)

Pr(R|d, q-work task)

Pr(R|d, q-background knowledge)

Pr(R|d, q-ideal answer)

Pr(R|d, q-current info-need description)



3.6.3 OCF-based Document Polyrepresentation

When applying polyrepresentation of documents or information objects, REPd

consists of the different representations rdi of a document d. Here we assume

that the information need is represented by the query q alone. We therefore

need to compute Pr(R|rdi, q) and we get:

~τio(d) =


Pr(R|rd1, q)

...

Pr(R|rdn, q)

 (3.3)

with n = |REPd|.

Moreover, the document representations make up the set REPd to compute

the Pr(R|rdi, q) in Equation 3.3 as

REPd = {title, abstract, body, context, references}.
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In document polyrepresentation we use the “search terms” part of the infor-

mation need set as a query q so ~τio looks something like:

~τio(d) =



Pr(R|title, search task)

Pr(R|abstract , search task)

Pr(R|body text , search task)

Pr(R|context , search task)

Pr(R|references , search task)


Thus, we get |REPd| dimensional vector for document-based polyrepresenta-

tion and |REPin| dimensional vector for IN polyrepresentation. So far, we dis-

cussed the polyrepresentation of information objects and of information needs

separately. However, to cover the full cognitive context of the user it could be

interesting to combine representations for information needs with information

object representation. In this case, clustering would operate on the Cartesian

product REPd ×REPin: this approach is further discussed in Section 3.6.4.3.

3.6.4 Combining Representations

In order to explore the effects of combined IN representations and document

representation we looked at the concatenation of representations, combination

of representation and individual IN representations against each document

representation, as discussed below.
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3.6.4.1 Representation Concatenation

For a polyrepresentation-based clustering approach we intend to discover the

possible clusters for the polyrepresentative sets R by estimating the degree of

overlap: in this case, the probability of relevance of each representation to the

overlap, i.e., τ vectors for information need based representations ri ∈ REPin

and for document representations rdi ∈ REPdoc as discussed above. The infor-

mation need representations could be concatenated with the document repre-

sentations to get further insights about the approach. Concatenation of both

vectors to a vector τ(in io) ∈ Rn+m with

τ(in io) =
(
τin‖τio

)
This way we can concatenate the information need representations and docu-

ment representations and the τ vectors can then be used to cluster the docu-

ments with a suitable clustering function.

3.6.4.2 Representation Combination

Besides the representation combinations as discussed above we can use vari-

ous combinations of the document-based representations and information need

polyrepresentation as
(

n
REPdoc

)
and

(
n

REPin

)
respectively, where n could be

greater than 2 and less than the number of representations (n ≥ 2 and n ≤

|REP | ). The resulting τ vectors can then be clustered.
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3.6.4.3 Information need Representations against Document Rep-

resentations

In previous sections, we discussed information need and document polyrepre-

sentation separately and how their concatenation and combination could be

used in our approach. This approach could further be extended to REPd ×

REPin, as depicted in Figure 3.10; here each (of the information need rep-

resentations) ST, WT, IA, CN, BK is used as a query, to retrieve documents

from individual document representations (i.e., Title, Abstract, Body, Context

and References). All resulting scores form a vector ~τio×in. Hence we take each

REPin and compute the Pr(R|rdn, rm) of it against each REPio as:

ST

WT

IA

CN

BK

Title

Abstract

Body

Context

References

WT

IA

CN

BK

Figure 3.10: IN representations against Document representations

~τio×in(d) =


Pr(R|rd1, r1)

...

Pr(R|rdn, rm)

 (3.4)
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with (rdi, rj) ∈ REPd×REPin and n = |REPd|, m = |REPin|. The τ vectors

can then be used to cluster the documents with a suitable clustering function.

3.7 Simulated User Methodology

The simulated user methodology in Interactive IR is commonly adopted as the

nature of the search is inherently interactive (Azzopardi et al. 2011). The pos-

sible classification of various experiments for evaluating Interactive IR systems

is given in Keskustalo et al. (2008), where the authors argue that the first class

of experiments deals with the real user, i.e., to observe the real user and their

interaction with the IR system, without involving any simulation. The second

class of the experiments is to involve a user in a search process to carry out a

simulated search task (Borlund 2000, 2003, Borlund & Schneider 2010). The

third category of experiments is conducting IR experiments without involving

a user, but mimic the user interactions through the simulations (Keskustalo

et al. 2008, Verberne et al. 2015). The fourth one is laboratory research, with

no user and no simulations involved: the system-oriented laboratory-based

IR approaches fall under this category (Keskustalo et al. 2008). Azzopardi

et al. (2011) further argue that a simulated user approach provides flexibility

of tuning around many parameters, and allows exploring interactions at larger

scale. Hence, many researchers have used the simulated user methodologies

from search query simulations (Nanas et al. 2010), implicit relevance feedback

(White et al. 2006), search interface evaluation (White 2006) user interaction

modelling for multimedia IR (Liu 2009) and simulated user search strategies

(Azzopardi 2011). In order to evaluate the OCF-based polyrepresentative clus-

tering approach we also choose to employ the simulated user methodology. It
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should be noted the way we simulate the user: a new ranking of documents

is created based on the sequence of clusters examined and the within-cluster

ranking. This way we can compare the interactive ranking approach against

a baseline ranking, which may not be based on any clustering, in a controlled

environment utilising standard IR evaluation measures. All the documents the

user looked at form a ranking according to the procedure given in Algorithm

1 for fixed l. For each query the l documents from each cluster are combined

together to create the ranking for further evaluation. It should be noted that

these are some ad hoc search strategies that provide a simple simulation of

the user’s behaviour. More refined models should be based on user behaviour

studies and will be subject to future work.

In this context, the possible polyrepresentative cluster browsing scenario is

depicted in Figure 3.11. In this figure various representations are drawn,

small circles showing the relevant documents. If according to the Principle

of Polyrepresentation we present the user a total cognitive overlap, then in a

simulated user cluster browsing approach, the documents making the cluster

should be ranked according to their scores in descending order and the top l

documents will be presented to the user as shown in Figure 3.11 on the right

side.

In these top l documents, small circles shows the documents which are relevant

and the rectangles show the documents which are not relevant to a particular

information need. Similarly the user looks at l documents from the subsequent

cluster overlaps and the search process continues. In order to infer the search

path of the user simulation we use the various cluster ranking approaches

where we rank the clusters to identify the possible path the user could follow

(see Section 4.1.3).
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Figure 3.11: Polyrepresentative cluster browsing. Assuming that each
representation set R can be mapped to a cluster that contains a ranked list

of documents, users explore the top l documents in the ranking.

In order to make it clearer we present our simulated user strategies in the

following sections.

3.7.1 Cluster Ranking based Simulated User based Clus-

ter Browsing

In the previous section, we discussed the simulated user strategy in the context

of the Principle of Polyrepresentation which is presented in Algorithm 1: we

call this strategy-1 . In our cluster ranking-based simulated user-based cluster

browsing strategy, the procedure takes the ranking of the cluster produced by

any cluster ranking method.

The cluster ranking is then sorted in descending order and for each cluster in

the cluster rank the documents within that cluster are also sorted in descending

order. The top l documents will then be taken and placed on the previously
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Algorithm 1 Cluster-based ranking for simulated user (fixed l) strategy-1
Require: Clustering C, l
r ← () {The ranking, initially an empty list}
LC ← ranked list of clusters in C (using eF or SD)
for all cluster C ∈ LC do

lC ← ranked list of documents in C {process C in descending weight order}
for i = 1 to l do

r ← r + lC [i] {append document at rank i to r}
end for

end for
return r

empty ranked list. Once all the clusters are traversed the simulated user based

rank is created, which will then be used for evaluation against the baseline.

3.7.2 Relevance-based Interactive IIR

Evaluation Strategy

In this section, an oracle-based simulated user strategy called strategy-2 is

presented with its possible extensions and usability to interactive IR evaluation.

Algorithm 2 Oracle based Simulated User Strategy: strategy-2
Require: Clustering C, l, R
r ← () {The ranking, initially an empty list}
LC ← ranked list of clusters in C (using eF or SD)
for all cluster C ∈ LC do

lC ← ranked list of documents in C {process C in descending weight order}
Rd ← relevance judgements for all documents in set R {relevance judgements}
for i = 1 to |C| do

r ← r + lC [i] {append first document at rank i to r}
if r ← r + lC [i] ∈ rD then

r ← r + lC [i+]
i++

else
END

end if
end for

end for
return r
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This strategy is as follows: we apply cluster ranking to simulate the sequence

of clusters the user is visiting. The first cluster will be presented to the user–

its documents in descending order; from this document list, the user examines

the first document and looks at the second document only if the previously

taken document is relevant by checking its relevance in the Rd list (here we

utilize the binary relevance score as 1 if relevant 0 otherwise). This procedure

continues until the user comes across a non-relevant document; in this case the

user decides to move on to the next cluster in the cluster rank. For each cluster

this procedure is repeated – the user is assumed to examine the documents in

the cluster until first non-relevant document is observed. When a non-relevant

document is observed the user proceeds to the next cluster. Again we can

create an artificial ranked list from the documents visited in this way and this

could be evaluated with the traditional IR evaluation measures against suitable

baseline. This user strategy is presented in Section 3.4.4.

3.8 Summary

In this chapter, the abstract notions of the possible polyrepresentative cluster

searching and browsing strategies are discussed, from the OCF-based perspec-

tive. The ideal polyrepresentative cluster browsing strategy is defined, in light

of the polyrepresentation-based IR method. Furthermore, the possible con-

siderations and assumptions are discussed, with special consideration to the

total cognitive overlap, within-cluster user behaviour, cluster ranking and it-

eration, and repetition in the context of polyrepresentative cluster search and

browsing. Further discussion on how the abstract OCF-based polyrepresen-

tative clustering approach presented earlier could be implemented in terms
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of OCF-based polyrepresentation for information need and information object

representations. Possibilities for representation combination and concatena-

tion are also discussed. This chapter also holds the discussion about simulated

user strategies; motivated from simulated user methodology, for evaluating

such an approach.



Chapter 4

Methodology and Experimental

Set-up

In this chapter, descriptions of the research methodology, experimental set up

and evaluation measures for the proposed approach are given. The approach,

combining document clustering and the Principle of Polyrepresentation is pre-

sented for result re-ranking and cluster browsing. The approach is used for the

information need based polyrepresentation and document-based polyrepresen-

tation. First we discuss the experimental set-up, test collection and evaluation

measures, followed by the cluster-ranking approaches adopted.

4.1 Test Collection, measure and evaluation

goal

In order to verify the polyrepresentative cluster hypothesis chalked out in Sec-

tion 3.6, We present the experimental design and set-up in this chapter. We

67
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further focus on analysing the polyrepresentative clustering approach for clus-

ter based re-ranking and browsing. In this regard we discuss the test collection

first, followed by a discussion of evaluation measures and cluster ranking meth-

ods adopted in this study.

4.1.1 Test Collection

This study focuses on the polyrepresentation clustering approach, hence the

choice of test collection is narrowed down to collections which support the no-

tion of multiple evidence for polyrepresentation. The iSearch1 collection (Lykke

et al. 2010) has been properly designed and used for polyrepresentation-based

studies, especially because of its support for multiple Information Need (IN)

representations. The collection comprises 46 GB of documents related to the

physics domain. The collection includes three sub-collections: (i) 143,571 full

text articles in sub-collection (PF), (ii) meta-data records for 291,246 articles in

sub-collection (PN), with some description and abstracts, and (iii) 18,443 book

meta-data records in XML format (machine readable representation) used in

a library system (BK) (Sørensen et al. 2012). The query set for the collection

consists of 65 queries. The respective relevance judgements were created by

human assessors who are experts in the physics domain. The query set is de-

rived from the actual information needs of users who work in the same field in

different university departments. The queries are representations of real search

tasks and for each query, relevance is judged from the retrieved set of docu-

ments of the user who formulated the query for his actual information need

(Larsen et al. 2012). The iSearch collection is made for contextual retrieval so

each query is represented in different contexts of the actual information need.

1http://itlab.dbit.dk/~isearch/

http://itlab.dbit.dk/~isearch/
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The five available context variants of the information need are as follows as

shown in Table 4.1: a) the detailed description of the information the user is

seeking (IN); b) the user background for the respective task (BgK); c) the user’s

current work task (WT); d) what the ideal answer should be (IA); and e) the

actual keywords the user prefers to use for the search task, search terms (ST).

An additional feature of the collection is ≈ 3.7 million direct citations for the

PF (110,899) and PN (197,783) sub-collections and ≈ 12.7 million extracted

references.

Name Type No. of docs No. of
search
tasks

Relevance
assess-
ments

BK MAchine-Readable Cata-
loging (MARC) in XML

18443 65 YES

PF full text articles in PDF 143571 65 YES
PN abstracts and meta-data in

XML
291246 65 YES

Citations 3.7 million extracted internal citations

Information Needs

IN description of the information sought
BgK user background
WT work task
IA ideal answer
ST search keywords

Table 4.1: iSearch Collection Specifications

For document-based polyrepresentation the full-text articles were parsed to

extract different sections i.e. title, abstract, body and references. The reference

representation was constructed by taking the ‘References’ section of a paper

and consider this as a textual representation. A further representation was

the document context established by all articles cited by the article under

consideration. The context of an article was created by merging the titles and

abstracts of all cited articles, as depicted in Figure 4.1. This extraction was

based on the direct citation data provided with the collection.
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context c of d
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Abstract

Title

Title

Abstract

Title

Abstract

Figure 4.1: Citation-based document context

4.1.2 Evaluation Measures

Evaluation measures are critical when it comes to evaluating the performance

of an information retrieval system in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. In an

IR scenario the document collection and the query set are accessible to the IR

system. Besides this, the information about the relevance of document query

pairs, i.e., relevance Judgements (ground truth) R are also made available to

the system for laboratory based evaluation of an IR system. The IR system,

based on some retrieval function, retrieves some documents from the document

collection for the queries in the query set as described in Section 2.1 and

depicted in Figure 2.2. In this retrieved rank of the documents, for a certain

query from the query set, the fraction of the relevant documents retrieved

from all the relevant documents constitutes the recall. Hence, the recall is

the number of relevant documents retrieved by an IR system out of the total

relevant documents, in response to a query. Similarly, precision is the portion

of the total retrieved documents that are relevant, according to given relevance
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assessments (Baeza-Yates et al. 1999). Hence,

Recall =
Relevant Retrieved

Total Relevant

and

Precision =
Relevant Retrieved

Total Retrieved

The relevance judgements are often represented on a binary scale, i.e., 0 if

the document is not relevant and 1 if the document is relevant, also known

as binary relevance. The graded relevance assessments are also used in IR

evaluation as described in Kekäläinen & Järvelin (2002).

The precision and recall scores fall between 0 and 1, the computed precision

score of 0 shows no retrieved document is relevant, while the score equal to

1 shows all retrieved documents are relevant. Similarly, the value 1 for re-

call means all relevant documents are retrieved, while 0 means no relevant

document is retrieved.

In the literature, it is suggested that to achieve the balanced score for precision

and recall, they should be combined. Thus, the F-measure (the weighted

harmonic mean of precision and recall) controls the trade-off between precision

and recall; Manning et al. (2009) describes it for precision p and recall r as:

F =
1

α 1
p

+ (1− α) 1
r

=
(β2 + 1) r p

β2 p + r
where β2 =

1− α
α

such that α ∈ [0, 1] while β2 ∈ [0,∞]. The balance measure, for both precision

and recall, takes the values, α = 1/2 or β = 1; this measure is generally known

as the F1 measure in this case, and the measure becomes,
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Fβ=1 =
2 pr

p + r

thus, the value of β < 1 project precision and β > 1 project recall. The

F −measure score also ranges between 0 and 1, but, it is commonly reported

as percentage on a scale of 0 and 100, (Manning et al. 2009).

The cumulated gain (CG) based evaluation measures in IR are used when we

deal with graded relevance assessments (unlike binary relevance, graded rele-

vance takes the relevance at larger scale, e.g., highly relevant, fairly relevant,

marginally relevant and non-relevant etc.). The motivation of their use is that,

in a ranked list the documents which are highly relevant are more important

than the marginally relevant ones and the lower the relevant document appears

in the rank, the less important it is for the user (Ingwersen & Järvelin 2005).

According to this type of measures the gain G of a rank is a subsequent vector

of the graded relevance score for the documents on the rank, for example, for

a four scale graded relevance (3, 2, 1, 0) and a subsequent ranked list of ten

retrieved documents, the gain vector G could be created by replacing each

document on the ranked list with its relevance score i.e. a possible gain vector

should look like, G= [3,2,0,2,1,1,0,2,3,0]. Thus, the cumulated gain at the rank

position p is the sum of the graded relevance scores of the consecutive graded

relevance scores from 1 to p, for example, cumulated gain vector for our gain

vector G will become CG=[3,5,5,7,8,9,9,11,14,14 ] where cumulated gain at

rank four is 7. Hence,

CG[k] =

 G[1] if k = 1

CG[k − 1] +G[k], Otherwise
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The next point is the decreasing importance of the document with its lower po-

sition in the rank: for this, a discount factor is introduced, hence, the measure

is called Discounted Cumulated Gain (DCG): here as the document appears

lower in the rank, its score will contribute less to the cumulative gain. Usually,

the score at rank k is divided with the log2 of its rank; here, the base of the

log is taken as b (as described in (Ingwersen & Järvelin 2005, p. 183)), so the

DCG at rank position k with the base b is computed as follows,

DCG[k] =

 CG[k], if k < b

DCG[k − 1] + G[k]
b log k

, if i ≥ b

Hence, in the literature, the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG)

is also reported as a reliable measure (Manning et al. 2009). If for a given set

of queries, documents and relevance assessments there is an Ideal Discounted

Cumulative Gain (IDCG) (where the documents in the rank are sorted on

the basis their retrieval status values and then the CG and DCG vectors are

created) then the NDCG could be computed by dividing the DCG score with

the IDCG score. The maximum value NDCG returns is 1 in the best rank

scenario.

Precission and recall are the most common and basic evaluation measures used

in IR for evaluation. For the ad-hoc evaluation of IR systems when binary

relevance judgements are available the precission and recall are the preferred

measures to use because of their simplicity and generalizability. Moreover,

both measures give the initial insights about overall performance of the IR

approach under consideration. Manning et al. (2009) discuss that in a web

search scenario a user is not interested in overall precision of the system and
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prefers to see the more relevant documents at a certain top K of retrieved

documents (for example, precision at top 5 or 10 documents). Therefore, p@k

(precision@k) is a more realistic measure in such a scenario.

The NDCG on the other hand is a more refined measure which considers the

notion of graded relevance assessments. The NDCG is a normalized measure

hence, it can be used to average multiple queries which have different number of

relevance assessment available and it also supports the analysis of performance

variations of different systems (Ingwersen & Järvelin 2005). Moreover, P@K

and NDCG@K valuation measures are adopted in this work to produce com-

parable results with the existing literature and to handle the graded relevance

judgements provided by the iSearch collection.

4.1.3 Ranking Clusters

In order to simulate the user behaviour as described in Section 3.4 and to

determine the possible order in which clusters could be presented to the user

to support the simulated user strategies described in Section 3.7, we ranked

clusters using different criteria. The motivation of choice of such criteria was to

use only information available in the cluster without relying on some external

cluster quality measure. Two such criteria were arithmetic mean and geometric

mean as described in Kurland et al. (2012). The arithmetic mean of a cluster

C was computed as:

arith(C) =
1

|C|
∑
d∈C

n∑
i=1

Pr(R|d, ri)
n

,
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and the geometric mean of a cluster C was computed over the summed scores

of the documents in the cluster as:

geom(C) =
(∏
d∈C

n∑
i=1

Pr(R|d, ri)
n

) 1
|C|

Besides these, the OCF based expected F-measure (eF) (Fuhr et al. 2011) was

derived as follows. For cluster C in the clustering C, let

σ(C) =
1

|C| − 1

∑
(dl,dm)∈Ci×Ci

τ(dl)
T × τ(dm)(l 6= m) if |C| > 1, and 0 otherwise

Then, the expected pairwise precision of C is defined as π(C) = |C|σ(C).

Likewise, the expected recall is defined as ρ(C) = |Ci|(|Ci| − 1)σ(Ci).

The expected F-measure is defined as

eF (D,Q, C) =
2

1
π(D,Q,C)

+ 1
ρ(D,Q,C)

(4.1)

where π and ρ are the computed expected precision and expected recall, respec-

tively, as defined in Fuhr et al. (2011) but on a per cluster basis. D is the set

of documents, Q the query set (induced by the representations as discussed

above) and C is the cluster under consideration.

The other ranking measure used is Sparsity Density, which is based on the

matrix made up of documents in a cluster and the representations. If a cluster

C contains |C| documents and we are dealing with |REP | representations, we

can build a |C|×|REP |matrix M where each Pr(R|d, ri) (or Pr(R|rdi, q) in the
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case we are using document polyrepresentation) is an element of such a cluster-

matrix. The idea behind the sparsity-density approach is to count the number

of non-zero values in the matrix (i.e. Pr(R|d, ri) > 0 or Pr(R|rdi, q) > 0),

denoted |M>0| and divide this by the number of elements in our matrix:

SD(C) =
|M>0|
|M |

. (4.2)

The eF measure is a cluster quality measure and the motivation to use SD is to

find the total cognitive overlap (i.e., the cluster where all or many representa-

tions contribute with high scores) – if a cluster has many or all representations

contributing then its SD score will be 1, whereas it approaches 0 when fewer

or no representations contribute.

4.2 In the Search of Total Cognitive Overlap

The primary evaluation goal in the first place is to gain initial insights about

clustering and polyrepresentation, hence, the initial question is: can clustering

reveal the cluster that is potentially the real total cognitive overlap (cluster

holding the set of documents relevant with respect to all representations)? In

order to identify the cluster representing the real total cognitive overlap the

problem is that there is no indication about the actual total cognitive over-

lap, as the iSearch only provides relevance judgements for whole documents

but not for single representations. Therefore, based on the collective relevance

judgements, we identified for each iSearch search task three possible clusters

that could be initially presented to the user: Cprec, the cluster with the highest

cluster precision (i.e., number of relevant documents in the cluster divided by
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the number of documents in the cluster); Cpair, the cluster with the highest

pairwise precision (see below) and Crep; the cluster where all representations

ri highly contribute (i.e., Pr (R|d, ri) is high for each ri). By definition, the

latter one would be the computed cognitive overlap and not be based on ac-

tual relevance judgements. The motivation to use Cprec as a total cognitive

overlap candidate comes from its definition, if a cluster holds many relevant

documents regarding many representations then, according to the Principle of

Polyrepresentation, it is the total cognitive overlap. However in our case we

did not have the relevance assessment for individual representations but the

collective relevance assessments were assumed as a substitute. On the other

hand, we define Crep as a candidate cluster where many representations have

high Pr (R|d, ri) scores. From the probability of relevance point, this cluster

could be the total cognitive overlap and hold relevant documents regarding

each representation.

The question to investigate is: can clustering identify one of these three kinds

of clusters? This translates into a cluster-ranking task where we have to take

into account the position of the cluster under observation, in the ranking.

The pairwise precision is derived from the pairwise precision used in Fuhr et al.

(2011) (see Section 2.3) as a measure for cluster validity. The basic idea is to

divide the pairs of relevant documents occurring in the same cluster by the

total number of pairs in the cluster. In contrast to Fuhr et al. (2011), we do

not have relevance judgements for each of our representations as well as the

partition information and we do not intend to evaluate the clustering solution

for the goodness of fit here. We therefore use the simpler expression of the
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pairwise precision of a cluster that we use in our evaluation:

PP (Ci) = |Ci|
ri(ri − 1)

|Ci|(|Ci| − 1)

with ri the number of relevant documents in cluster Ci. Cpair is then the cluster

so that PP (Cpair) ≥ PP (Ci) ∀Ci ∈ C.

As described above the preliminary evaluation focused on the ability of clus-

tering to identify a candidate cluster for the cognitive overlap. We applied the

well-known Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) (Manning et al. 2009) which is a

single measure to evaluate the performance of a ranking function that produces

a rank of responses ordered by the decreasing probabilities of correctness. Let

us consider that K is the position of the first relevant document in a ranked

list then reciprocal rank of this document becomes 1
K

, hence the MRR is the

mean of reciprocal ranks for multiple queries |Q| and is computed as:

MRR =
1

|Q|

|Q|∑
i=1

1

Ki

We are using the rank of the appearance of the clusters Cprec, Cpair and Crep
2.

Table 4.2 shows the different MRR values for the different cluster ranking

methods.

Cprec Cpair Crep
arith(C) 0.337 0.303 0.575
eF (C) 0.113 0.112 0.075

Table 4.2: MRR values for different cluster ranking strategies

2Note that in our experiments all these clusters were non-ambiguous.
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The results show that the arith(C) based ranking performs better than the eF

based ranking. arith(C) rewards clusters with high Pr (R|d, ri), which explains

its fair Crep performance. Not surprisingly, eF performs slightly better when it

comes to Cprec and Cpair than regarding Crep, which again can be explained by

the way eF is defined. However, why eF produces lower values than arith(C)

still needs to be investigated. Overall, the arith(C) scores suggest that the

cluster-based polyrepresentation can be a feasible option, though it requires

further examination as there was no clear indication about the real cognitive

overlap beforehand; also the cluster-ranking methods employed here do not use

any query cluster relevance information directly. Beside this, the unavailability

of the ground truth about the individual representations is another limitation

of this exploration.

4.3 Cluster Hypothesis Test for iSearch

The cluster hypothesis, as a basis for document clustering suggests that for

similar information needs similar documents tend to appear in the same clus-

ter (Rijsbergen 1979). In the literature, many approaches are suggested to test

whether the cluster hypothesis holds for certain collections or not, such as, the

Voorhees (1985)’s nearest neighbour test where n nearest documents of a rele-

vant document d are counted to see if they are relevant as well. Raiber & Kur-

land (2012) also use the nearest neighbour approach for evaluating the cluster

hypothesis and found that the cluster hypothesis even holds for large scale web

corpora. A similar approach has been adopted and explored further in (Raiber

& Kurland 2014), where the authors explore the effectiveness of cluster-based

retrieval and its relationship with the cluster hypothesis, and report the mixed
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correlation between cluster hypothesis testing and the cluster-based retrieval

methods’ effectiveness. Hearst & Pedersen (1996) suggest ranking clusters on

the basis of the count of relevant documents in them: then the top-ranked

cluster in many cases holds 50% of the relevant documents and generally the

lowest-ranked cluster holds 10% or fewer relevant documents. Besides this ob-

servation, the authors proved that the distribution of the relevant documents

in the best cluster is significantly higher than that in the other clusters. The

other measure for the cluster hypothesis is Normalised Cumulative Cluster

Gain (nCCG) (Nayak et al. 2010, De Vries et al. 2012), based on counting the

number of relevant documents in the cluster. This approach has been proposed

to compare the clusterings computed by various methods. In the light of the

above discussion, the clusters created by the OCF-based polyrepresentative

approach adopted in this thesis satisfy the cluster hypothesis, as the relevant

documents are concentrated in fewer clusters. The number of relevant docu-

ments clustered together are shown in Figure 4.2, in some cases the relevant

documents are spread across many clusters, but mostly they are concentrated

in a few clusters, which supports the cluster hypothesis for this collection. The

graphs for all the topics are given in Appendix 1.

4.3.1 Overall System Architecture

The overall architecture of the proposed system is depicted in Figure 4.3. The

collection goes through three main steps i.e., preprocessing and indexing, clus-

tering and evaluation. In preprocessing phase various representations are ex-

tracted from the available test collection, then the representations are indexed
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(b) Topic 44

Figure 4.2: Concentration of relevant documents in Clusters for Topic
13 and 44 are shown as an example, on the left side, clusters for Document
based polyrepresentation and on the right side clusters for Information Need

based polyrepresentation are shown.

individually. The dotted section in the Figure 4.3 shows the Terrier-based in-

dexing operations that are explained further in Section 4.3.2. The clustering

phase utilizes those indices and probabilities are computed against each rep-

resentation which results in representation specific document vectors. These

document vectors are then clustered. After clustering the evaluation takes

place which in this case is based on simulated user strategies.

In order to apply the principle of the polyrepresentation it is important that
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test collections support the various functionally and cognitively different repre-

sentations. In case of the real world application all the possible representations

could be utilzed. In this case as described in Section 4.1.1 many information

need and information object representations are utilized. In our case, the test

collection provides different information need representations; the information

object representations had to be extracted from the full text documents avail-

able. The extraction of text representations and its combination with other

representations (where required) was performed in a pre-processing step.

The next step is to index these representations so that representation specific

weights could be computed in a subsequent step. These representation specific

weights are utilized to generate a polyrepresentative document vector.

Once the polyrepresentative vector-representations are created the document

clustering approach is applied to the vectors to build the polyrepresentative

clusters. Afterwards, the evaluation step is performed. Here we adopted the

simulated user strategy. To identify the cluster which can be designated as

a candidate for the total cognitive overlap and serve as a starting point for

the user simulation, some cluster ranking methods are utilized as described in

Section 4.1.3. On the basis of this cluster ranking the simulated user traverses

clusters in a given order; the output produced by the simulation is evaluated.

4.3.2 Information Need and Document Polyrepresenta-

tion

For information need-based polyrepresentation, the information need repre-

sentations provided with the iSearch collection were used to establish the set
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Figure 4.3: Proposed system architecture

REPin. The information need representations were used as a query set along

with the document full text to compute the Pr(R|d, ri) used in Equation 3.2.

For document polyrepresentation the full text articles were parsed to extract

different sections e.g., title, abstract, body and references and the citation

context to create the document representations, as explained in Section 4.1.1

to create REPd representations. The Search Task part of the information

needs were used as a query set along with the document representations to

compute the Pr(R|rdi, q) used in Equation 3.3.

The PF sub-collection and the “parsed collection” were indexed with Ter-

rier 3.53 (Ounis et al. 2006) an educational open source search engine. The

indexing architecture of the Terrier system is given in Figure 4.4, which shows

that the corpus goes through various standardized IR based indexing processes.

3http://terrier.org/

http://terrier.org/
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Initially, document boundaries are determined according to the specification of

the text collection. Afterwards, the documents go through the term pipeline

and finally indexes are created and stored for retrieval. The retrieval archi-

tecture is shown in Figure 4.5, where the given queries are parsed and prepro-

cessed, then the matching module matches these queries with the indexed doc-

uments and required document weights are computed and boosted if needed;

finally the ranked results are post-processed and returned to the user/appli-

cation in the desired format. The modular architecture and the standard

implementations of various well known scoring functions and efficient indexing

mechanism make Terrier a competitive choice for IR experiments. Flexibility

to configure and run experiments and perform standard TREC like evaluation

is an additional feature. More details on Terrier indexing and retrieval func-

tionalities and an exhaustive list of standard scoring functions implemented

in Terrier could be seen at the Terrier website3. In order to compute the

probabilities i.e., Pr(R|d, ri) and Pr(R|rdi, q) the representations were indexed

separately and weights where computed for each query q in a query set for

each representation. We estimated Pr(R|d, ri) and Pr(R|rdi, q) for informa-

tion need polyrepresentation and document polyrepresentation, respectively,

with BM25 (Robertson 2010), as in Fuhr et al. (2011). The BM25 weights

were normalized by dividing each document weight with the highest weight

computed for that particular representation.

4.3.3 Document Vector Creation and Clustering

We have described how the document vectors ~τin and ~τio were created by means

of information need and document polyrepresentation (see Section 3.6). The
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Figure 4.5: Terrier Retrieval Architecture (Ounis et al. 2006)

~τin and ~τio were clustered using k-means clustering (MacQueen et al. 1967).

In order to be able to match the representation sets R, we set k to 2|REP | to

produce as many clusters as there are representation sets for both information

need and information object (document) parts.
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4.4 Cluster-based Re-ranking and Simulated

User Browsing

The goal of this evaluation is to assess the potential of the Principle of Polyrep-

resentation when combined with the document clustering approach, in particu-

lar OCF, for interactive IR. The information need based polyrepresentation and

document-based polyrepresentation are evaluated in the rest of this chapter.

In this section we discuss how the polyrepresentative search strategy discussed

in Section 3.4.2 and cluster ranking strategies presented in Section 3.4.3 could

be actualized.

We simulate the user behaviour in a very simple way as follows. The basic idea

here is that for each information need (query), ranked clusters are presented

to the user in a way that (s)he looks at the top l documents in each cluster

and then moves on to the next preferred cluster accordingly, where the user

examines again the top l documents, and so on, as described in Section 3.4.2,

and in Algorithm 1. This is illustrated in Figure 4.6a, we call this cluster

ranking-based simulated user cluster-browsing strategy-1 . Here, clusters are

ranked on the basis of various ranking criteria (e.g., eF, SD), then from each

cluster the top l documents are picked and added to a rank. Finally, the created

rank having all the top l documents from each cluster, should be evaluated.

In Figure 4.6b a cluster based re-ranking strategy is shown. Here, we also rank

the clusters on the basis of various cluster ranking criteria and pick the top l

documents from each cluster and put them on a rank. Once all the clusters

are traversed, the created rank will then be sorted in descending order, on the

basis of document score, to re-rank them. This rank is then evaluated. It is
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important to note here that for fixed l (i.e., l=5 and l=10), cluster ranking

has no effect as the top l documents from each cluster are taken in all cases.

However, when a variable l (i.e., l=10,8,6,... decreasing size of l with increasing

number of clusters) is used to create the rank, it is influenced by the cluster

ranking, as different number of documents are picked from each cluster. Again,

the documents on the rank created this way will be re-ranked on the basis of

their respective scores, before evaluation.

C1

C2

C3

C2

C1

C3

Ranked ClustersActual Clusters

Cluster Browsing

(a) Simulated user cluster browsing strategy-1

C1

C2

C3

C2

C1

C3

Ranked ClustersActual Clusters

cluster based rank cluster based re-ranking

(b) Cluster-based re-ranking

Figure 4.6: Simulated cluster browsing & cluster-based re-ranking
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In these experiments, we considered a static value for l as well as one based on

the chosen cluster. In evaluation we determined l in two ways: fixed l where

l is static throughout the clusters and variable l where the l value is cluster-

dependent. In experiments, the value of the fixed l is set to 5 and 10 for all

clusters. For the variable l, we applied two strategies. In the first strategy, we

set l = 10 for the first cluster the user visits, and l = 8 for the second cluster.

Generally, we apply a fixed sequence 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, . . . , 1 for all 2|REP | clusters

we generate for setting l. We call this strategy Variseq l. The second strategy

sets the li value for the i+1st visited cluster iteratively as li = dli−1/2+2e with

l0 = 2|REP |. The top l0 documents are selected from the first visited cluster,

the top l1 from the second visited cluster, and so on. The assumption is that

users visit fewer documents the more clusters they have already looked at. We

call this strategy Varireps l.

The question that arises is how to determine which cluster the user chooses

next. To this end the computed clusters were ranked on the basis of different

ranking measures, expected F-measure and sparsity-density as discussed in

Sections 4.1.3.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, the OCF-based polyrepresentative clustering strategies are dis-

cussed. The test collection, experimental set-up and the overall architecture of

the proposed system is explained. Besides this document based context extrac-

tion method is discussed. The evaluation measures are discussed. The simu-

lated user strategies along with the cluster base re-ranking strategies adopted
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for the evaluation of the proposed cluster based polyrepresentation approach

are explained.



Chapter 5

Results and Discussion

In this chapter the experimental results and their discussion are presented.

Initially the results for an ideal scenario for information need representation

and document representation are given. This is followed by the results for hard

and easy queries for information need and document representations. The re-

sults for representation concatenation, combination and the IN representations

running against document representations are also given. The results are dis-

cussed, is followed by a discussion of the application of the approach in the

scientometrics domain.

5.1 Experiments Results

In the experiments, we evaluate the cluster-based re-ranking strategy and sim-

ulated user strategy (strategy-1 ) that produces a ranking as described in Al-

gorithm 1. We investigate different strategies for l and for creating a polyrep-

resentative cluster ranking. The created ranking is then compared to a BM25

90
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baseline using polyrepresentation as follows. The BM25 values for all repre-

sentations are computed to estimate Pr(R|rdi, q) and Pr(R|d, ri), respectively.

The motivation to use BM25 to estimate probability of relevance came from

OCF (Fuhr et al. 2011), moreover, Roelleke in his book argues that BM25

roughly estimates the probability of relevance (Roelleke 2013, p. 47). We

create the baseline ranking by combining the actual BM25 scores for all repre-

sentations with CombSum (Fox & Shaw 1993). By using a polyrepresentative

baseline we make sure that our clustering idea and the simulated user model

are in the focus of evaluation.

We start our discussion with a general consideration of the potential of a

cluster-based approach for polyrepresentation. To this end we generate an

ideal scenario as presented next.

5.1.1 The Ideal Cluster Ranking Scenario

In order to validate the potential of the proposed method we designed an ideal

cluster-ranking scenario to see if any improvement can be achieved by means

of cluster ranking as proposed. This way we eliminated a control variable, i.e.,

the results presented here are not influenced by a potentially ill-performing

cluster ranking algorithm; we consider cluster ranking methods in our experi-

ments later in this chapter. We define the ideal cluster ranking as the ranking

in which the clusters are ranked according to the absolute number of relevant

documents in each cluster, which in this case could be equivalent to the ranking

if human assessors are asked to rank the clusters which they consider relevant

to some information need. This approach uses the relevance judgements pro-

vided with the iSearch collection. We extracted binary relevance judgements
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from the four-point (3=highly relevant, 2=fairly relevant 1=marginally rele-

vant and 0=non-relevant) grades iSearch provides with a value > 1 meaning

relevance. Using the relevance judgements is of course not a realistic retrieval

scenario. However, the objective to use this kind of ranking is to test whether

the proposed cluster ranking approach is worth exploring at all, with the hope

that we can later devise cluster ranking approaches that come close to an ideal

one.

IN Ideal BM25 Varireps l Variseq l l=5 l=10

map 0.0070 0.0046 0.0046 0.0026 0.0044
gm map 0.0008 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001
Rprec 0.0067 0.0073 0.0070 0.0075 0.0092
bpref 0.2061 0.0307 0.0299 0.0097 0.0233
recip rank 0.0541 0.0534 0.0532 0.0531 0.0565

P@5 0.0187 0.0185 0.0185 0.0185 0.0185
P@10 0.0125 0.0123 0.0123 0.0138 0.0123
P@15 0.0104 0.0133 0.0133 0.0133 0.0133
P@20 0.0102 0.0115 0.0108 0.0123 0.0146
P@30 0.0094 0.0113 0.0097 0.0118 0.0133

(a) Ideal cluster-based re-ranking: P@k for IN polyrepresentation

IN Ideal BM25 Varireps l Variseq l l=5 l=10

map 0.0070 0.0052 0.0051 0.0030 0.0045
gm map 0.0008 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001
Rprec 0.0067 0.0101 0.0102 0.0089 0.0081
bpref 0.2061 0.0369 0.0376 0.0101 0.0239
recip rank 0.0541 0.0797 0.0794 0.0739 0.0780

P@5 0.0187 0.0277 0.0277 0.0277 0.0277
P@10 0.0125 0.0231 0.0231 0.0169 0.0231
P@15 0.0104 0.0174 0.0174 0.0174 0.0174
P@20 0.0102 0.0177 0.0177 0.0177 0.0162
P@30 0.0094 0.0149 0.0149 0.0123 0.0144

(b) Ideal cluster ranking based simulated user browsing strategy-1 : P@k
for IN polyrepresentation

Table 5.1: Ideal cluster-based re-ranking and cluster ranking based sim-
ulated user strategy-1 P@k, for information need polyrepresentation. Bold
values shows improvement over baseline, grey background means statistical

significance (with p < 0.05)

The precision at k (P@k) and NDCG at k (NDCG@k) results of the ideal

scenario are presented in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 for IN-based polyrepresentation
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IN Ideal NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@15 NDCG@20 NDCG@30

BM25 0.0068 0.0095 0.0099 0.0119 0.0131
Varireps l 0.0069 0.0119 0.0134 0.0148 0.0175
Variseq l 0.0069 0.0119 0.0134 0.0147 0.0167
l=5 0.0069 0.0075 0.0091 0.0097 0.0118
l=10 0.0069 0.0119 0.0124 0.0147 0.0167

(a) Ideal cluster-based re-ranking: NDCG@k for IN polyrepresentation

IN Ideal NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@15 NDCG@20 NDCG@30

BM25 0.0068 0.0095 0.0099 0.0119 0.0131
Varireps l 0.0062 0.0104 0.0109 0.0133 0.0156
Variseq l 0.0062 0.0104 0.0109 0.0133 0.0156
l=5 0.0062 0.0067 0.0097 0.0112 0.0117
l=10 0.0062 0.0104 0.0109 0.0132 0.0160

(b) Ideal cluster ranking based simulated user browsing strategy-1 :
NDCG@k for IN polyrepresentation

Table 5.2: Ideal Cluster-based re-ranking and cluster ranking based sim-
ulated user strategy-1 NDCG@k, for information need polyrepresentation.

Bold values shows improvement over baseline

for the cluster base re-ranking approach (where we rank the clusters, take top

l documents and place them in a rank, then sort the rank in descending order

of the document scores) and simulated user browsing strategy-1 (where after

ranking the clusters we take the top l documents and compare them with the

baseline without sorting them). For the ideal cluster ranking the dynamic part

is the strategy to select documents from each cluster. We therefore analyse the

fixed and variable strategies where l is set to 5, 10, Varireps l and Variseq l

as described in Section 3.7. The created ranks were evaluated using trec eval,

first for P@k and then for NDCG@k.

The ranking results for each query were compared to the BM25 baseline for

statistical significance. The choice of significance test is crucial as argued by

Rijsbergen (1979), since most of the significance tests make assumptions which

are not satisfied by the IR data. Although the author suggests the use of sign
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test over other significance tests (Rijsbergen 1979, p. 137), Smucker et al.

(2007) later compare various significance tests commonly used in IR evalu-

ation, such as, Student’s paired t-test, Wilcoxon signed rank test, Fisher’s

randomization test and the sign test on large TREC runs. They conclude that

Students’ t-test, bootstrap and randomization tests mostly produce approxi-

mately similar p-values so any of these tests lead to similar conclusions. In

contrast to that, Wilcoxon and sign test disagree with each other and all other

tests hence they are no more encouraged for IR results evaluation (Smucker

et al. 2007, p. 623). We therefore compared the scores using a paired sample

Student’s t-test as described by Hull (1993) and Smucker et al. (2007). For IN

polyrepresentation and the cluster based re-ranking strategy shown in Table

5.1a we observe minor improvements. However, no statistical significance can

be reported here. For simulated user strategy-1 in Table 5.1b the l = 5 and

other approaches perform better than the baseline and the difference is sta-

tistically significant at lower rank positions P@15 and P@20. A similar trend

is observed in NDCG@k for both, cluster based re-ranking, Table 5.2a, and

simulated user browsing strategy-1 Table 5.2b, but the improvement here is

not statistically significant.

Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show P@k and NDCG@k, respectively, for document based

polyrepresentation. The ideal ranking results show significant improvements

over the baseline everywhere for cluster based re-ranking approach 5.3a with

a slight tendency for the l = 5 strategy in the case the user is interested in

examining 5 documents in total. It seems that, indeed, relevant documents

can be found within the first documents in relevant clusters, which speaks in

favour of a cluster-based polyrepresentation search strategy, at least when it
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Doc Ideal BM25 Varireps l Variseq l l=5 l=10

map 0.0816 0.1230 0.1226 0.1210 0.1227
gm map 0.0151 0.0112 0.0110 0.0084 0.0113
Rprec 0.1071 0.1466 0.1445 0.1414 0.1424
bpref 0.3308 0.2824 0.2781 0.2488 0.2828
recip rank 0.2784 0.3853 0.3851 0.3831 0.3855

P@5 0.1469 0.2092 0.2092 0.2092 0.2092
P@10 0.1375 0.1677 0.1677 0.1723 0.1677
P@15 0.1240 0.1559 0.1539 0.1610 0.1600
P@20 0.1117 0.1354 0.1346 0.1392 0.1346
P@30 0.1000 0.1128 0.1108 0.1087 0.1138

(a) Ideal Cluster-based re-ranking: P@k for document polyrepresentation

Doc Ideal BM25 Varireps l Variseq l l=5 l=10

map 0.0816 0.0963 0.0951 0.1103 0.1036
gm map 0.0151 0.0083 0.0081 0.0075 0.0093
Rprec 0.1071 0.0976 0.0968 0.1278 0.1003
bpref 0.3308 0.2663 0.2600 0.2482 0.2763
recip rank 0.2784 0.3470 0.3469 0.3526 0.3503

P@5 0.1469 0.1262 0.1262 0.1262 0.1262
P@10 0.1375 0.1000 0.1000 0.1323 0.1000
P@15 0.1240 0.0800 0.0800 0.1292 0.1128
P@20 0.1117 0.0654 0.0654 0.1162 0.0885
P@30 0.1000 0.0692 0.0692 0.0954 0.0862

(b) Ideal cluster ranking based simulated user browsing strategy-1 : P@k
for document polyrepresentation

Table 5.3: Ideal cluster-based re-ranking and cluster ranking based sim-
ulated User strategy-1 P@k, for document polyrepresentation. Bold values
shows improvement over baseline, grey background means statistical signif-

icance (with p < 0.05)

comes to document polyrepresentation. Relevant documents that would oth-

erwise be lower in a global ranking, for instance with the BM25 strategy, are

now top-ranked documents in their cluster. While the simulated user browsing

strategy-1 Table 5.3b, have not contributed much except some minor improve-

ments for P@k at lower rank positions, still at higher ranks P@5 and P@10 the

performance is not significantly lower. The NDCG@k shows improvements for

both cluster-based re-ranking, Table 5.4a, and simulated user cluster browsing

strategy-1 , Table 5.4b. The challenge is to present the user the right cluster to

explore.
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Doc Ideal NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@15 NDCG@20 NDCG@30

BM25 0.0753 0.1013 0.1208 0.1352 0.1569
Varireps l 0.1411 0.1746 0.1997 0.2096 0.2274
Variseq l 0.1411 0.1746 0.1999 0.2104 0.2255
l=5 0.1411 0.1809 0.2030 0.2159 0.2266
l=10 0.1411 0.1746 0.2047 0.2118 0.2324

(a) Ideal cluster-based re-ranking: NDCG@k for document
polyrepresentation

Doc Ideal NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@15 NDCG@20 NDCG@30

BM25 0.0753 0.1013 0.1208 0.1352 0.1569
Varireps l 0.1261 0.1450 0.1494 0.1524 0.1743
Variseq l 0.1261 0.1450 0.1494 0.1524 0.1743
l=5 0.1261 0.1571 0.1815 0.1957 0.2078
l=10 0.1261 0.1450 0.1700 0.1716 0.1951

(b) Ideal cluster ranking based simulated user browsing strategy-1 :
NDCG@k for document polyrepresentation

Table 5.4: Ideal cluster-based re-ranking and cluster ranking based sim-
ulated User strategy-1 P@k, for document Polyrepresentation. Bold values
shows improvement over baseline, grey background means statistical signif-

icance (with p < 0.05)

All in all, the results for an ideal clustering are mixed but promising. For IN

polyrepresentation we are able to produce slightly better results over a polyrep-

resentative baseline, but these are not statistically significant. IN polyrepre-

sentation in general produces very low P@k and NDCG@k values (Lioma et al.

2012), which needs to be further explored. Document polyrepresentation in-

cluding bibliographic data on the other hand seems a very promising strategy as

it produces significant improvements. It seems if users explore clusters rather

than a ranked list they stand a chance to find relevant documents more effec-

tively at the loss of recall. The results have motivated to continue exploration

further in this direction.

Please note that in the tables discussed so far and in some of the tables follow-

ing, the P@5 and NDCG@5 values for the ideal cluster ranking are identical
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especially for the cluster-based re-ranking approach.1 This is due to the fact

that in all strategies discussed here, at least the first 5 documents from the best

ranked cluster are taken and the approach re-ranks these documents again, so

this does not come as a surprise.

Discussion

The ideal scenario discussed above for ranking the clusters on the basis of

the number of relevant documents they contain provides the richer context for

our cluster based re-ranking approach, as well as the simulated user browsing

strategy. It turned out that both cluster-based approaches have potential to

pull up more relevant documents at higher ranks. The cluster based simulated

user browsing strategy-1 despite of being strict for choosing the documents

from various clusters show comparable results to a cluster based re-ranking

strategy. In particular if we look at IN-base ideal cluster ranking scenario,

The simulated user strategy-1 at lower ranks (i.e., P@20 and P@30), shows

significant improvements over the baseline and in comparison to a cluster based

re-ranking approach. Similarly, for document polyrepresentation simulated

user strategy is outperformed by the cluster based re-ranking strategy for P@k

but for NDCG@k the results are comparable and significantly better than the

baseline.

1Note: In Abbasi & Frommholz (2014b) and Abbasi & Frommholz (2014a), the cluster-
based re-ranking approach is reported as a simulated user browsing strategy which was due
to a bug in implementation, which was only discovered later (Abbasi & Frommholz 2015a).
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5.1.2 Results of Cluster-based Re-Ranking and Clus-

ter Ranking-based Simulated User strategy (All

Queries)

In this section we present the evaluation of the proposed method i.e., cluster

based re-ranking and cluster ranking based simulated user strategy-1 ; and

discuss the results. The difference in these experiments is that we are not

assuming an ideal cluster ranking based on existing relevance judgements to

simulate the user’s selection of clusters, but are applying automatic means

to rank the clusters. In particular, the clusters are ranked using the eF and

SD measures as described in Section 4.1.3 and the ranked lists were created

using Algorithm 1 for simulated user strategy-1 for fixed approach i.e., l = 5,

l = 10 and variable approach, i.e., Variseq l and Varireps l. The results for

our cluster-based re-ranking approach are also presented and discussed for all

queries.

Note: The cluster-based re-ranking approach here and in the rest of the chap-

ter (presented in part (a) of each table) does not rely on cluster ranking at least,

for P@5 and P@10 (the same is true for NDCG@5 and NDCG@10) as, after

picking the documents from clusters in any order the documents are re-ranked

again before evaluation. Although for Varireps l and Variseq l cluster ranking

could affect (improve or worsen) the results as we consider the cluster order

from which l documents are picked up for Varireps l and Variseq l (which

are also re-ranked before evaluation). The presentation of the cluster based

re-ranking approach results in an existing format makes it easy to see a clear

picture for cluster ranking based simulated user cluster-browsing strategy-1 .
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IN All BM25 eF l=5 SD l=5 eF l=10 SD l=10 eF
V reps l

SD
V reps l

eF
V seq l

SD
V seq l

map 0.007 0.0022 0.0022 0.0035 0.0035 0.0023 0.0028 0.0017 0.0024
gm map 0.0008 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Rprec 0.0067 0.0054 0.0054 0.0068 0.0068 0.006 0.0069 0.0040 0.0051
bpref 0.2061 0.0089 0.0089 0.0203 0.0203 0.0123 0.0137 0.0054 0.009
recip rank 0.0541 0.0514 0.0514 0.0535 0.0535 0.0515 0.0492 0.0547 0.0485

P@5 0.0187 0.0187 0.0187 0.0187 0.0187 0.0187 0.0187 0.0187 0.0187
P@10 0.0125 0.0141 0.0141 0.0125 0.0125 0.0125 0.0125 0.0125 0.0125
P@15 0.0104 0.0115 0.0115 0.0115 0.0115 0.0123 0.0123 0.0123 0.0123
P@20 0.0102 0.0102 0.0102 0.0125 0.0125 0.0115 0.0115 0.0115 0.0115
P@30 0.0094 0.0078 0.0078 0.0104 0.0104 0.0087 0.0087 0.0087 0.0087

(a) Cluster-based re-ranking P@k for IN polyrepresentation for all queries

IN All BM25 eF l=5 SD l=5 eF l=10 SD l=10 eF
V reps l

SD
V reps l

eF
V seq l

SD
V seq l

map 0.0070 0.0005 0.0018 0.0007 0.0024 0.0008 0.0022 0.0005 0.0021
gm 0.0008 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Rprec 0.0067 0.0014 0.0048 0.0015 0.0055 0.0019 0.0045 0.0021 0.0056
bpref 0.2061 0.0095 0.0089 0.0187 0.0206 0.0129 0.0184 0.0054 0.0109
recip 0.0541 0.0087 0.0551 0.0076 0.0552 0.0080 0.0523 0.0080 0.0536

P@5 0.0187 0.0031 0.0156 0.0031 0.0156 0.0031 0.0154 0.0031 0.0154
P@10 0.0125 0.0031 0.0141 0.0031 0.0109 0.0031 0.0108 0.0031 0.0108
P@15 0.0104 0.0021 0.0104 0.0031 0.0115 0.0021 0.0092 0.0031 0.0113
P@20 0.0102 0.0016 0.0078 0.0023 0.0117 0.0023 0.0077 0.0023 0.0115
P@30 0.0094 0.0010 0.0052 0.0016 0.0089 0.0015 0.0067 0.0015 0.0087

(b) Cluster ranking based simulated user browsing strategy-1 P@k for IN
polyrepresentation for all queries

Table 5.5: Cluster-based re-ranking and cluster ranking based simulated
User strategy-1 P@k, for document Polyrepresentation. Bold values shows

improvement over baseline

Tables 5.5 and 5.6 show the precision and NDCG values for cluster-based IN-

polyrepresentation for all queries. The results for the cluster-based re-ranking

approach are given in Tables 5.5a and 5.6a, for P@k and NDCG@k respec-

tively. The cluster ranking based strategy-1 results for P@k and NDCG@k are

given in Tables 5.5b and 5.6b respectively. When it comes to P@k we do not

observe any difference in cluster-based re-ranking as well as in cluster rank-

ing based strategy-1 for various eF and SD cluster ranking strategies. This

slightly changes when we look at the more refined NDCG@k values, which
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reveal a slight preference for the SD technique. However, the improvements

were not significant.

IN All NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@15 NDCG@20 NDCG@30

BM25 0.0068 0.0095 0.0099 0.0120 0.0131
eF l=5 0.0068 0.0075 0.0082 0.0086 0.0090
SD l=5 0.0068 0.0075 0.0082 0.0086 0.0090
eF l=10 0.0068 0.0095 0.0100 0.0125 0.0138
SD l=10 0.0068 0.0097 0.0097 0.0127 0.0140
eF Varireps l 0.0068 0.0095 0.0077 0.0081 0.0091
SD Varireps l 0.0068 0.0097 0.0075 0.0098 0.0109
eF Variseq l 0.0068 0.0095 0.0078 0.0078 0.0084
SD Variseq l 0.0068 0.0097 0.0099 0.0104 0.0111

(a) Cluster-based re-ranking:NDCG@k for IN polyrepresentation for all queries

IN All NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@15 NDCG@20 NDCG@30

BM25 0.0068 0.0095 0.0099 0.0120 0.0131
eF l=5 0.0005 0.0011 0.0011 0.0011 0.0011
SD l=5 0.0045 0.0069 0.0072 0.0072 0.0072
eF l=10 0.0005 0.0009 0.0014 0.0014 0.0014
SD l=10 0.0045 0.0049 0.0068 0.0092 0.0100
eF Varireps l 0.0005 0.0009 0.0009 0.0022 0.0022
SD Varireps l 0.0044 0.0048 0.0053 0.0055 0.0060
eF Variseq l 0.0005 0.0009 0.0014 0.0014 0.0014
SD Variseq l 0.0044 0.0048 0.0067 0.0091 0.0099

(b) Cluster ranking based simulated user browsing strategy-1 NDCG@k for IN
polyrepresentation for all queries

Table 5.6: Cluster-based re-ranking and cluster ranking based simulated
user browsing strategy-1 NDCG@k for IN polyrepresentation for all queries

Table 5.7 shows the P@k results for document polyrepresentation for all queries.

Table 5.8 displays the corresponding NDCG@k results. We can see some im-

provement for cluster based re-ranking approach but for cluster-ranking based

simulated user strategy-1 there is no improvement over the baseline, in partic-

ular strategy-1 here, appears to produce low results than the baseline.

The experiments confirm the trend that we already observed with the ideal

clustering. At least for the cluster-based re-ranking strategy, we get higher

values with slightly larger improvements for document polyrepresentation,

whereas for information need polyrepresentation the results are mixed. Clearly,
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Doc All BM25 eF l=5 SD l=5 eF l=10 SD l=10 eF
V reps l

SD
V reps l

eF
V seq l

SD
V seq l

map 0.0816 0.0746 0.0746 0.0776 0.0698 0.0758 0.0559 0.0633 0.044
gm map 0.0151 0.0059 0.0059 0.0079 0.0066 0.0072 0.0027 0.004 0.0012
Rprec 0.1071 0.1084 0.1084 0.1078 0.0999 0.1089 0.0874 0.0974 0.0681
bpref 0.3308 0.2009 0.2009 0.2229 0.2151 0.2158 0.1661 0.1504 0.1134
recip rank 0.2784 0.2885 0.2885 0.2896 0.2740 0.2851 0.2323 0.2857 0.2308

P@5 0.1469 0.1500 0.1500 0.1500 0.1500 0.1500 0.1500 0.1500 0.1500
P@10 0.1375 0.1391 0.1391 0.1422 0.1406 0.1422 0.1406 0.1422 0.1406
P@15 0.1240 0.1292 0.1292 0.1302 0.1292 0.1272 0.1138 0.1128 0.1036
P@20 0.1117 0.1156 0.1156 0.1156 0.1148 0.1115 0.1038 0.1054 0.0862
P@30 0.1000 0.0943 0.0943 0.0995 0.0990 0.0964 0.0862 0.0836 0.0723

(a) Cluster-based re-ranking P@k for document polyrepresentation for all queries

Doc All BM25 eF l=5 SD l=5 eF l=10 SD l=10 eF
V reps l

SD
V reps l

eF
V seq l

SD
V seq l

map 0.0816 0.0427 0.0233 0.0413 0.0201 0.0402 0.0188 0.0395 0.0194
gm map 0.0151 0.0034 0.0024 0.0040 0.0023 0.0040 0.0019 0.0026 0.0012
Rprec 0.1071 0.0632 0.0316 0.0560 0.0234 0.0560 0.0228 0.0570 0.0268
bpref 0.3308 0.1780 0.1606 0.1730 0.1620 0.1606 0.1549 0.1414 0.1394
recip rank 0.2784 0.1892 0.1296 0.1917 0.1173 0.1887 0.1108 0.1930 0.1197

P@5 0.1469 0.0656 0.0594 0.0656 0.0594 0.0656 0.0594 0.0656 0.0594
P@10 0.1375 0.0500 0.0516 0.0609 0.0391 0.0609 0.0391 0.0609 0.0391
P@15 0.1240 0.0563 0.0521 0.0521 0.0406 0.0521 0.0302 0.0521 0.0406
P@20 0.1117 0.0523 0.0508 0.0406 0.0344 0.0430 0.0266 0.0406 0.0344
P@30 0.1000 0.0552 0.0432 0.0411 0.0339 0.0349 0.0203 0.0458 0.0391

(b) Cluster ranking based simulated user browsing strategy-1 P@k for document
polyrepresentation for all queries

Table 5.7: Cluster-based re-ranking and cluster ranking based simu-
lated user browsing strategy-1 P@k for document polyrepresentation for

all queries. Bold values denote improvements over the baseline.

compared to the ideal ranking, there is room for improvement as none of the

cluster-based results gained any significant increase in effectiveness. However,

we can also see that the approach nonetheless looks promising, in particular

when it comes to document polyrepresentation. For IN polyrepresentation, it

is interesting to observe, for instance at P@20, this cluster ranking approach

sometimes delivers a marginally better result than the ideal cluster ranking.

Given the overall low values for IN polyrepresentation, this might be just by

chance, but it may be worth investigating. The cluster ranking based strategy-1
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shows no improvement here as compared to an ideal cluster ranking situation.

In any case it provides an indication that more refined methods for cluster-

ranking are needed to simulate the user behaviour.

Doc All NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@15 NDCG@20 NDCG@30

BM25 0.0753 0.1013 0.1208 0.1352 0.1569
eF l=5 0.0800 0.1076 0.1320 0.1461 0.1582
SD l=5 0.0607 0.1076 0.1320 0.1461 0.1582
eF l=10 0.0800 0.1089 0.1316 0.1445 0.1632
SD l=10 0.0607 0.0962 0.1189 0.1318 0.1318
eF l=Varireps l 0.0800 0.1089 0.1314 0.1433 0.1601
SD l=Varireps l 0.0607 0.0962 0.1036 0.1149 0.1264
eF l=Variseq l 0.0800 0.1089 0.1233 0.1382 0.1497
SD l=Variseq l 0.0607 0.0962 0.0962 0.1019 0.1112

(a) Cluster-based re-ranking NDCG@k for document polyrepresentation for all
queries

Doc All NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@15 NDCG@20 NDCG@30

BM25 0.0753 0.1013 0.1208 0.1352 0.1569
eF l=5 0.0471 0.0574 0.0669 0.0739 0.0889
SD l=5 0.0146 0.0186 0.0273 0.0378 0.0433
eF l=10 0.0471 0.0616 0.0700 0.0706 0.0794
SD l=10 0.0146 0.0185 0.0217 0.0225 0.0312
eF l=Varireps l 0.0471 0.0616 0.0653 0.0679 0.0724
SD l=Varireps l 0.0146 0.0185 0.0194 0.0204 0.0211
eF l=Variseq l 0.0471 0.0616 0.0700 0.0706 0.0843
SD l=Variseq l 0.0146 0.0185 0.0217 0.0225 0.0388

(b) Cluster ranking based simulated user browsing strategy-1 NDCG@k for docu-
ment polyrepresentation for all queries

Table 5.8: Cluster-based re-ranking and cluster ranking based simulated
user browsing strategy-1 NDCG@k for document polyrepresentation for all

queries. Bold values denote improvements over the baseline.

5.1.3 Results of Proposed Method (Easy and Hard Queries)

One problem we faced with the iSearch collection is that some of the queries

have a high number of relevant documents (easy) queries, while others only

have very fewer (or no) documents judged relevant(hard) queries. We envis-

age that this has an effect on the performance of the proposed approach and
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investigate here its performance on ‘hard’ (less than 20 relevant documents)

and ‘easy’ (20 and more relevant documents) queries. This way we identified

19 ‘easy’ and 46 ‘hard’ queries. We refer to the different sections as ‘High’ and

‘Low’.

IN High BM25 eF l=5 SD l=5 eF l=10 SD l=10 eF
V reps l

SD
V reps l

eF
V seq l

SD
V seq l

map 0.0153 0.0072 0.0072 0.0081 0.0081 0.0073 0.0084 0.0056 0.007
gm map 0.0056 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001
Rprec 0.0212 0.0182 0.0182 0.0229 0.0229 0.0201 0.0233 0.0138 0.0174
bpref 0.4913 0.0256 0.0256 0.0362 0.0362 0.0309 0.0343 0.0138 0.0193
recip rank 0.1204 0.1715 0.1715 0.1671 0.1671 0.1715 0.1619 0.1847 0.1622

P@5 0.0421 0.0632 0.0632 0.0632 0.0632 0.0632 0.0632 0.0632 0.0632
P@10 0.0316 0.0474 0.0474 0.0368 0.0368 0.0368 0.0368 0.0368 0.0368
P@15 0.0246 0.0386 0.0386 0.0351 0.0351 0.0351 0.0316 0.0351 0.0386
P@20 0.0263 0.0342 0.0342 0.0368 0.0368 0.0316 0.0316 0.0263 0.0368
P@30 0.0246 0.0263 0.0263 0.0316 0.0316 0.0281 0.0298 0.0175 0.0281

(a) Cluster-based re-ranking High queries: P@k for IN polyrepresentation.

IN High BM25 eF l=5 SD l=5 eF l=10 SD l=10 eF
V reps l

SD
V reps l

eF
V seq l

SD
V seq l

map 0.0153 0.0014 0.0060 0.0019 0.0065 0.0019 0.0067 0.0016 0.0061
gm map 0.0056 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001
Rprec 0.0212 0.0048 0.0163 0.0049 0.0184 0.0064 0.0154 0.0071 0.0191
bpref 0.4913 0.0256 0.0255 0.0362 0.0358 0.0309 0.0352 0.0138 0.0207
recip rank 0.1204 0.0274 0.1847 0.0238 0.1801 0.0234 0.1762 0.0260 0.1795

P@5 0.0421 0.0105 0.0526 0.0105 0.0526 0.0105 0.0526 0.0105 0.0526
P@10 0.0316 0.0105 0.0474 0.0105 0.0368 0.0105 0.0368 0.0105 0.0368
P@15 0.0246 0.0070 0.0351 0.0105 0.0386 0.0070 0.0316 0.0105 0.0386
P@20 0.0263 0.0053 0.0263 0.0079 0.0368 0.0053 0.0263 0.0079 0.0368
P@30 0.0246 0.0035 0.0175 0.0053 0.0281 0.0035 0.0228 0.0053 0.0281

(b) Cluster ranking based simulated user browsing strategy-1 High queries: P@k for
IN polyrepresentation

Table 5.9: Cluster-based re-ranking and cluster ranking based simulated
user browsing strategy-1 High queries: P@k for IN polyrepresentation. Bold

values denote improvements over the baseline.

For IN polyrepresentation, P@k and NDCG@k scores for the High part of the

evaluation are shown in Tables 5.9 and 5.10, respectively, for cluster based

re-ranking approach in sub-tables 5.9a and 5.10a, and for cluster ranking-

based simulated user browsing strategy strategy-1 in-sub tables 5.9b, 5.10b,
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for P@k and NDCG@k respectively. For the queries with a high number of

relevant documents, we naturally get higher scores. It is also interesting to

see that for these kinds of queries our approach provides some improvement at

least in precision, which is an interesting result (although, again no statistical

significance can be reported here). There does, however, not seem to be much

difference when it comes to the cluster based re-ranking approach, but for

cluster ranking based strategy-1 , the SD cluster-ranking approach seems to be

a good choice.

IN High NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@15 NDCG@20 NDCG@30

BM25 0.0234 0.0243 0.0257 0.0270 0.0311
eF l=5 0.0234 0.0255 0.0281 0.0293 0.0307
SD l=5 0.0234 0.0255 0.0281 0.0293 0.0307
eF l=10 0.0234 0.0243 0.0261 0.0287 0.0332
SD l=10 0.0234 0.0147 0.0147 0.0185 0.0204
eF Varireps l 0.0234 0.0243 0.0173 0.0178 0.0186
SD Varireps l 0.0234 0.0147 0.0168 0.0171 0.0191
eF Variseq l 0.0234 0.0243 0.0268 0.0268 0.0268
SD l=Variseq l 0.0234 0.0147 0.0277 0.0294 0.0316

(a) Cluster-based re-ranking High queries: NDCG@k for IN polyrepresentation

IN High NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@15 NDCG@20 NDCG@30

BM25 0.0234 0.0243 0.0257 0.0270 0.0311
eF l=5 0.0018 0.0036 0.0036 0.0036 0.0036
SD l=5 0.0151 0.0232 0.0244 0.0244 0.0244
eF l=10 0.0018 0.0031 0.0047 0.0047 0.0047
SD l=10 0.0151 0.0165 0.0230 0.0253 0.0280
eF Varireps l 0.0018 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031
SD Varireps l 0.0151 0.0165 0.0180 0.0187 0.0204
eF Variseq l 0.0018 0.0031 0.0047 0.0047 0.0047
SD l=Variseq l 0.0151 0.0165 0.0230 0.0253 0.0280

(b) Cluster ranking based simulated user browsing strategy-1 High queries:
NDCG@k for IN polyrepresentation

Table 5.10: Cluster-based re-ranking and cluster ranking based simulated
user browsing strategy-1 High queries: NDCG@k for IN polyrepresentation.

Bold values denote improvements over the baseline.

Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show the results for High queries for document polyrep-

resentation. Surprisingly, this clustering strategy does not seem to work well,

as no improvement over the baseline at all could be reported here.
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Doc High BM25 eF l=5 SD l=5 eF l=10 SD l=10 eF
V reps l

SD
V reps l

eF
V seq l

SD
V seq l

map 0.0976 0.0637 0.0637 0.0709 0.0709 0.0710 0.0697 0.0445 0.0465
gm map 0.0565 0.0244 0.0244 0.0285 0.0285 0.0311 0.0184 0.0187 0.0117
Rprec 0.1513 0.1376 0.1376 0.1359 0.1359 0.1484 0.1422 0.1114 0.1011
bpref 0.5741 0.1708 0.1708 0.2138 0.2138 0.2179 0.1897 0.1234 0.1071
recip rank 0.5360 0.4549 0.4549 0.4549 0.4549 0.4549 0.4444 0.4563 0.4517

P@5 0.3263 0.3053 0.3053 0.3053 0.3053 0.3053 0.3053 0.3053 0.3053
P@10 0.300 0.2895 0.2895 0.3000 0.3000 0.3000 0.3000 0.3000 0.3000
P@15 0.2877 0.2702 0.2702 0.2772 0.2772 0.2737 0.2702 0.2316 0.2456
P@20 0.2447 0.2395 0.2395 0.2447 0.2447 0.2395 0.2447 0.2184 0.2053
P@30 0.2140 0.2018 0.2018 0.2123 0.2123 0.2140 0.2070 0.1789 0.1772

(a) Cluster-based re-ranking High queries: P@k for document polyrepresentation.

Doc High BM25 eF l=5 SD l=5 eF l=10 SD l=10 eF
V reps l

SD
V reps l

eF
V seq l

SD
V seq l

map 0.0976 0.0300 0.0325 0.0296 0.0310 0.0317 0.0302 0.0226 0.0258
gm map 0.0565 0.0124 0.0117 0.0136 0.0103 0.0142 0.0080 0.0085 0.0061
Rprec 0.1513 0.0924 0.0774 0.0808 0.0595 0.0809 0.0547 0.0844 0.0709
bpref 0.5741 0.1582 0.1575 0.1970 0.1956 0.1940 0.1739 0.1146 0.1030
recip rank 0.5360 0.2606 0.2765 0.2680 0.2547 0.2659 0.2422 0.2680 0.2571

P@5 0.3263 0.1158 0.1684 0.1158 0.1684 0.1158 0.1684 0.1158 0.1684
P@10 0.3000 0.0895 0.1526 0.1211 0.1105 0.1211 0.1105 0.1211 0.1105
P@15 0.2877 0.1158 0.1404 0.1018 0.1193 0.1158 0.0877 0.1018 0.1193
P@20 0.2447 0.1079 0.1289 0.0789 0.1026 0.0974 0.0763 0.0789 0.1026
P@30 0.2140 0.1263 0.1123 0.0877 0.0930 0.0825 0.0596 0.0965 0.1018

(b) Cluster ranking based simulated user browsing strategy-1 High queries : P@k
for document polyrepresentation

Table 5.11: Cluster-based re-ranking and cluster ranking based simulated
user browsing strategy-1 High queries: P@k for document polyrepresenta-

tion

Tables 5.13, 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16 show the results for considering the queries

with a low number of relevant documents for IN and document based polyrep-

resentation approaches, paired respectively, for hard queries. We can clearly

see improvements for document polyrepresentation and some improvements for

IN polyrepresentation (when it comes to NDCG). There are many zero values

due to the low number of relevant documents available for these queries. In

particular, for IN polyrepresentation, just selecting the top five documents per
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Doc High NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@15 NDCG@20 NDCG@30

BM25 0.0708 0.1060 0.1308 0.1440 0.1688
eF l=5 0.0708 0.1015 0.1264 0.1386 0.1568
SD l=5 0.0708 0.1015 0.1264 0.1386 0.1568
eF l=10 0.0708 0.1060 0.1308 0.1430 0.1638
SD l=10 0.0708 0.1060 0.1308 0.1430 0.1430
eF Varireps l 0.0708 0.1060 0.1301 0.1421 0.1666
SD Varireps l 0.0708 0.1060 0.1008 0.1128 0.1292
eF Variseq l 0.0708 0.1060 0.1203 0.1342 0.1497
SD Variseq l 0.0708 0.1060 0.1160 0.1231 0.1395

(a) Cluster-based re-ranking High queries: NDCG@k for document
polyrepresentation.

Doc High NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@15 NDCG@20 NDCG@30

BM25 0.0708 0.1060 0.1308 0.1440 0.1688
eF l=5 0.0263 0.0343 0.0465 0.0545 0.0768
SD l=5 0.0224 0.0333 0.0431 0.0494 0.0619
eF l=10 0.0263 0.0451 0.0518 0.0521 0.0638
SD l=10 0.0224 0.0268 0.0356 0.0385 0.0482
eF Varireps l 0.0263 0.0451 0.0541 0.0579 0.0697
SD Varireps l 0.0224 0.0268 0.0298 0.0320 0.0345
eF Variseq l 0.0263 0.0451 0.0518 0.0521 0.0685
SD Variseq l 0.0224 0.0268 0.0356 0.0385 0.0516

(b) simulated user browsing strategy-1 High queries Stragegy-1: NDCG@k for doc-
ument polyrepresentation.

Table 5.12: Cluster-based re-ranking and cluster ranking based simulated
user browsing strategy-1High queries : NDCG@k for document polyrepre-

sentation.

cluster (l = 5) suffers from the fact that there seem to be no relevant docu-

ments in the top five, either in each cluster or in the overall baseline ranking.

The situation is slightly better when it comes to document polyrepresentation,

which seems to be capable of putting relevant documents into the top ranks,

for both per cluster and the baseline ranking. It also seems that cluster-based

re-ranking approach (for l=5) is superior over a mere baseline ranking when

it comes to queries with a low number of relevant documents. However, again

we could not report statistical significance.
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IN Low BM25 eF l=5 SD l=5 eF l=10 SD l=10 eF
V reps l

SD
V reps l

eF
V seq l

SD
V seq l

map 0.0027 0.0001 0.0001 0.0016 0.0016 0.0001 0.0005 0.0001 0.0005
gm map 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Rprec 0.0000 0.0008 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
bpref 0.0845 0.0026 0.0018 0.0136 0.0136 0.0045 0.0049 0.002 0.0048
recip rank 0.0072 0.0022 0.0006 0.0055 0.0055 0.0008 0.0017 0.001 0.0016

P@5 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
P@10 0.0022 0.0000 0.0000 0.0022 0.0022 0.0022 0.0022 0.0022 0.0022
P@15 0.0015 0.0015 0.0000 0.0015 0.0015 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0015
P@20 0.0022 0.0000 0.0000 0.0022 0.0022 0.0001 0.0011 0.0001 0.0011
P@30 0.0015 0.0000 0.0000 0.0015 0.0015 0.0001 0.0007 0.0007 0.0007

(a) Cluster-based re-ranking Low queries: P@k for IN polyrepresentation.

IN Low BM25 eF l=5 SD l=5 eF l=10 SD l=10 eF
V reps l

SD
V reps l

eF
V seq l

SD
V seq l

map 0.0027 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0007 0.0003 0.0003 0.0000 0.0004
gm map 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Rprec 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
bpref 0.0845 0.0027 0.0018 0.0113 0.0142 0.0055 0.0115 0.0020 0.0068
recip rank 0.0072 0.0008 0.0004 0.0008 0.0025 0.0017 0.0011 0.0005 0.0016

P@5 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
P@10 0.0022 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
P@15 0.0015 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
P@20 0.0022 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0011 0.0011 0.0000 0.0000 0.0011
P@30 0.0015 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0007 0.0007 0.0000 0.0000 0.0007

(b) Cluster ranking based simulated user browsing strategy-1 Low queries: P@k for
IN polyrepresentation

Table 5.13: Cluster-based re-ranking and cluster ranking based simulated
user browsing strategy-1 Low queries: P@k for IN polyrepresentation.

5.1.4 Representation Concatenation and Combination

So far, we have looked at document and IN polyrepresentation separately. In

this section, we discuss the representation concatenation, REPconc, and repre-

sentation combination, REPcomb; the OCF-based representation concatenation

and combinations are discussed in Section 3.6.4. In representation REPconc we

concatenate REPin with REPdoc. For representation combination REPcomb we

look at various representation combinations of REPin and REPdoc.
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IN Low NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@15 NDCG@20 NDCG@30

BM25 0.0000 0.0034 0.0034 0.0057 0.0057
eF l=5 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
SD l=5 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
eF l=10 0.0000 0.0034 0.0034 0.0058 0.0058
SD l=10 0.0000 0.0076 0.0076 0.0103 0.0114
eF Varireps l 0.0000 0.0034 0.0034 0.0041 0.0052
SD Varireps l 0.0000 0.0076 0.0037 0.0067 0.0076
eF Variseq l 0.0000 0.0034 0.0001 0.0001 0.0007
SD Variseq l 0.0000 0.0076 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026

(a) Cluster-based re-ranking Low queries: NDCG@k for IN polyrepresentation

IN Low NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@15 NDCG@20 NDCG@30

BM25 0.0000 0.0034 0.0034 0.0057 0.0057
eF l=5 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
SD l=5 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
eF l=10 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
SD l=10 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0025 0.0025
eF Varireps l 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0018 0.0018
SD Varireps l 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
eF Variseq l 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
SD Variseq l 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0024 0.0024

(b) simulated user browsing strategy-1 Low queries: NDCG@k for IN polyrepresen-
tation

Table 5.14: simulated user browsing strategy-1 Low queries: NDCG@k for
IN polyrepresentation. Bold values denote improvements over the baseline.

5.1.4.1 Representation Concatenation

In this section we explore the effects of the cluster based polyrepresentation

approach on the concatenation of REPin with REPdoc representations, as de-

scribed in Section 3.6.4.1. For representation concatenation the procedure

discussed in Section 4.4 has been followed, e.g., 2|REP |, number of clusters

were computed for REPconc. A BM25 score-based polyrepresentative baseline

was created by adding actual document scores using CombSum as discussed

in Section5.1. For the simulated user strategy and cluster rank l = 5 is used.

The results for P@k for cluster based re-ranking and cluster ranking-based

simulated user strategy-1 for representation concatenation REPconc are given
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Doc Low BM25 eF l=5 SD l=5 eF l=10 SD l=10 eF
V reps l

SD
V reps l

eF
V seq l

SD
V seq l

map 0.0745 0.0792 0.0792 0.0805 0.0694 0.0777 0.0501 0.0710 0.043
gm map 0.009 0.0033 0.0033 0.0046 0.0036 0.0039 0.0012 0.0021 0.0005
Rprec 0.0873 0.096 0.096 0.0959 0.0848 0.0926 0.0643 0.0916 0.0545
bpref 0.2281 0.2136 0.2136 0.2268 0.2157 0.2149 0.1562 0.1615 0.116
recip rank 0.2039 0.2183 0.2183 0.2198 0.1976 0.2149 0.1428 0.2152 0.1395

P@5 0.0800 0.0844 0.0844 0.0844 0.0800 0.0844 0.0800 0.0844 0.0800
P@10 0.0689 0.0756 0.0756 0.0756 0.0733 0.0756 0.0733 0.0756 0.0522
P@15 0.0593 0.0696 0.0696 0.0681 0.0667 0.0667 0.0493 0.0638 0.0449
P@20 0.0544 0.0633 0.0633 0.0611 0.0600 0.0587 0.0457 0.0587 0.0370
P@30 0.0489 0.0489 0.0489 0.0600 0.0511 0.0478 0.0362 0.0442 0.0290

(a) Cluster-based re-ranking Low queries: P@k for document polyrepresentation

Doc Low BM25 eF l=5 SD l=5 eF l=10 SD l=10 eF
V reps l

SD
V reps l

eF
V seq l

SD
V seq l

map 0.0745 0.0481 0.0194 0.0462 0.0156 0.0439 0.0139 0.0467 0.0167
gm map 0.0090 0.0020 0.0012 0.0024 0.0012 0.0023 0.0010 0.0016 0.0006
Rprec 0.0873 0.0509 0.0123 0.0455 0.0081 0.0455 0.0094 0.0455 0.0081
bpref 0.2281 0.1863 0.1619 0.1629 0.1479 0.1464 0.1469 0.1527 0.1547
recip rank 0.2039 0.1590 0.0675 0.1595 0.0593 0.1562 0.0553 0.1613 0.0617

P@5 0.0800 0.0444 0.0133 0.0444 0.0133 0.0444 0.0133 0.0444 0.0133
P@10 0.0689 0.0333 0.0089 0.0356 0.0089 0.0356 0.0089 0.0356 0.0089
P@15 0.0593 0.0311 0.0148 0.0311 0.0074 0.0252 0.0059 0.0311 0.0074
P@20 0.0544 0.0289 0.0178 0.0244 0.0056 0.0200 0.0056 0.0244 0.0056
P@30 0.0489 0.0252 0.0141 0.0215 0.0089 0.0148 0.0037 0.0244 0.0126

(b) Cluster ranking based simulated user browsing strategy-1 Low queries: P@k for
document polyrepresentation

Table 5.15: Cluster-based re-ranking and cluster ranking based simulated
user browsing strategy-1 Low queries: P@k for document polyrepresenta-

tion. Bold values denote improvements over the baseline.

in Table 5.17, and for NDCG@k, in Table 5.18. Here we compared the ranks

against their BM25 baseline. The entries in bold show the average perfor-

mance improvements where the highlighted cell results are statistically signif-

icant based on two tailed paired sample t-test at 95% confidence intervals.

The performance improvements for the cluster-based re-ranking approach for

REP concatenated to some extent confirms that the multiple representations

of a functionally and cognitively different nature could be useful for the perfor-

mance benefit. But we can also observe a rather negative effect on the overall
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Doc Low NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@15 NDCG@20 NDCG@30

BM25 0.0771 0.0993 0.1167 0.1316 0.1520
eF l=5 0.0839 0.1101 0.1343 0.1492 0.1588
SD l=5 0.0839 0.1101 0.1343 0.1492 0.1588
eF l=10 0.0839 0.1101 0.1319 0.1451 0.1630
SD l=10 0.0839 0.0921 0.1139 0.1272 0.1272
eF Varireps l 0.0839 0.1101 0.1320 0.1439 0.1575
SD Varireps l 0.0839 0.0921 0.0988 0.1102 0.1205
eF Variseq l 0.0839 0.1101 0.1245 0.1398 0.1496
SD Variseq l 0.0839 0.0921 0.0881 0.0932 0.0996

(a) Cluster-based re-ranking Low queries: NDCG@k for document polyrepresenta-
tion

Doc Low NDCG@5 NDCG@10 NDCG@15 NDCG@20 NDCG@30

BM25 0.0771 0.0993 0.1167 0.1316 0.1520
eF l=5 0.0559 0.0671 0.0756 0.0822 0.0940
SD l=5 0.0114 0.0123 0.0207 0.0328 0.0354
eF l=10 0.0559 0.0685 0.0777 0.0784 0.0860
SD l=10 0.0114 0.0150 0.0158 0.0158 0.0241
eF Varireps l 0.0559 0.0685 0.0700 0.0721 0.0735
SD Varireps l 0.0114 0.0150 0.0150 0.0154 0.0154
eF Variseq l 0.0559 0.0685 0.0777 0.0784 0.0909
SD Variseq l 0.0114 0.0150 0.0158 0.0158 0.0334

(b) Cluster ranking based simulated user browsing strategy-1 Low queries: NDCG@k
for document polyrepresentation

Table 5.16: Cluster-based re-ranking and cluster ranking based simulated
user browsing strategy-1 Low queries: NDCG@k for document polyrepre-

sentation. Bold values denote improvements over the baseline.

performance when we concatenate IN and document representations – the re-

sults for REPconc lie between the values for the single document and IN based

polyrepresentation. Given the lower overall results as compared to IN based

polyrepresentation discussed in Section 5.1.2, this could have been expected.

However, it should be noted that for REPconc we were able to beat the re-

spective BM25 baseline significantly for NDCG@30 and P@30, although these

values are still below the ones for stand-alone document polyrepresentation

discussed in Section 5.1.2.

In addition to cluster ranking-based simulated user strategy-1 and cluster based

re-ranking, we present the results for orcale-based simulated user strategy-2 as
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well. The oracle-based simulated user strategy is discussed in Section 3.7.2, this

strategy make use of relevance judgements, to make a decision about staying

in the same cluster or jumping to the next cluster.

l = 5 BM25 arithMean eF geomMean SD

map 0.0194 0.0219 0.0219 0.0219 0.0219
gm map 0.0017 0.0021 0.0021 0.0021 0.0021
Rprec 0.0297 0.0340 0.0340 0.0340 0.0340
bpref 0.2452 0.1915 0.1915 0.1915 0.1915
recip rank 0.2099 0.2140 0.2140 0.2140 0.2140

P@5 0.0769 0.0769 0.0769 0.0769 0.0769
P@10 0.0462 0.0477 0.0477 0.0477 0.0477
P@15 0.0359 0.0390 0.0390 0.0390 0.0390
P@20 0.0323 0.0354 0.0354 0.0354 0.0354
P@30 0.0256 0.0313 0.0313 0.0313 0.0313

(a) P@k Cluster-based re-ranking for Concatenated representations REPconc

l = 5 BM25 arithMean eF geomMean SD

map 0.0194 0.0148 0.0005 0.0134 0.0232
gm map 0.0017 0.0014 0.0002 0.0014 0.0024
Rprec 0.0297 0.0208 0.0001 0.0208 0.0364
bpref 0.2452 0.1964 0.1208 0.1950 0.2018
recip rank 0.2099 0.1491 0.0009 0.1339 0.1865

P@5 0.0769 0.0615 0.0000 0.0492 0.0892
P@10 0.0462 0.0369 0.0000 0.0369 0.0677
P@15 0.0359 0.0267 0.0000 0.0267 0.0523
P@20 0.0323 0.0269 0.0000 0.0269 0.0462
P@30 0.0256 0.0241 0.0000 0.0241 0.0379

(b) Cluster ranking based simulated user strategy-1 REPconcrepresentations P@k

Table 5.17: cluster Ranking based simulated user strategy-1 concatenated
REPin and REPdoc representations P@k bold values show improvement

over baseline

The evaluation results for strategy-2 are given in Table 5.19 for P@k and, in
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l = 5 BM25 arithMean eF geomMean SD

NDCG@5 0.0362 0.0362 0.0362 0.0407 0.0362
NDCG@10 0.0399 0.0407 0.0407 0.0407 0.0407
NDCG@15 0.0433 0.0453 0.0453 0.0453 0.0453
NDCG@20 0.0474 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500
NDCG@30 0.0507 0.0591 0.0591 0.0591 0.0591

(a) NDCG@k Cluster-based re-ranking for Concatenated representations
REPconcbold values show improvement over baseline

l = 5 BM25 arithMean eF geomMean SD

NDCG@5 0.0362 0.0223 0.0000 0.0173 0.0299
NDCG@10 0.0399 0.0241 0.0000 0.0216 0.0425
NDCG@15 0.0433 0.026 0.0000 0.0236 0.0455
NDCG@20 0.0474 0.0317 0.0000 0.0292 0.0524
NDCG@30 0.0507 0.0389 0.0000 0.0364 0.0596

(b) NDCG@k Cluster-based re-ranking for Concatenated representations REPconc

Table 5.18: cluster Ranking based simulated user strategy-1 concatenated
REPin and REPdoc representations NDCG@k bold values show improve-

ment over baseline

Table 5.20 for NDCG@k. In both the tables the (a) sub-table holds the cluster-

based re-ranking results for strategy-2 , where no cluster ranking e.g., eF, SD

etc., is used. In the (b) sub-table the simulated user results for strategy-2 ,

based on cluster ranking (e.g., eF, SD etc.) are given. It is observed that

the performance of strategy-2 remains better than the baseline for the cluster

based re-ranking approach, but it shows no improvement when it comes to

cluster ranking.

The actual set-back for strategy-2 is its very strict assumption that the user

moves to a different cluster after observing the first non-relevant document.

By this assumption if the top-ranked document in a within-cluster rank is

non-relevant the strategy leaves the cluster even if the documents appearing
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at second and third rank-positions may be relevant, which by this assumption

are ignored. However, the comparable results suggest that, improvements are

possible with a more refined strategy-2 .

BM25 strategy2

map 0.0194 0.0197
gm map 0.0017 0.0012
Rprec 0.0297 0.0340
bpref 0.2452 0.1065
recip rank 0.2099 0.2126

P@5 0.0769 0.0677
P@10 0.0462 0.0477
P@15 0.0359 0.0390
P@20 0.0323 0.0354
P@30 0.0256 0.0282

(a) Cluster-based re-ranking strategy-2 concatenated REPin and REPdoc
representations P@k bold values show improvement over baseline

BM25 arithMean eF geomMean SD

map 0.0194 0.0091 0.0001 0.0088 0.0105
gm map 0.0017 0.0002 0.0000 0.0002 0.0003
Rprec 0.0297 0.0213 0.0003 0.0213 0.0223
bpref 0.2452 0.0541 0.0349 0.0542 0.0551
recip rank 0.2099 0.1334 0.0020 0.1256 0.1624

P@5 0.0769 0.0369 0.0000 0.0369 0.0554
P@10 0.0462 0.0277 0.0000 0.0277 0.0369
P@15 0.0359 0.0215 0.0000 0.0215 0.0277
P@20 0.0323 0.0169 0.0008 0.0169 0.0238
P@30 0.0256 0.0133 0.0005 0.0128 0.0205

(b) Cluster ranking based strategy-2 concatenated REPin and REPdoc representa-
tions P@k

Table 5.19: Cluster Ranking strategy-2 concatenated REPin and REPdoc
representations P@k
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Bm25 strategy2

ndcg@5 0.0362 0.0375
ndcg@10 0.0399 0.0430
ndcg@15 0.0433 0.0498
ndcg@20 0.0474 0.0539
ndcg@30 0.0507 0.0565

(a) Cluster-based re-ranking strategy-2 concatenated REPin and REPdoc
representations NDCG@k bold values show improvement over baseline

Bm25 arithMean eF geomMean SD

ndcg@5 0.0362 0.0185 0.0000 0.0178 0.0251
ndcg@10 0.0399 0.0234 0.0000 0.0227 0.0280
ndcg@15 0.0433 0.0248 0.0000 0.0241 0.0285
ndcg@20 0.0474 0.0249 0.0001 0.0242 0.0297
ndcg@30 0.0507 0.0266 0.0001 0.0254 0.0330

(b) NDCG@k: cluster ranking based simulated user strategy-2 concatenated REPin
and REPdoc NDCG@k

Table 5.20: Cluster-based strategy-2 concatenated REPin and REPdoc
representations NDCG@k bold values show improvement over baseline

5.1.4.2 Representation Combinations

In this section we explore the effects of a cluster based polyrepresentation ap-

proach on the various polyrepresentative representation combinations for both

REPin and REPdoc, as described in Section 3.6.4.2. This should give us an

idea whether a richer document representation is beneficial in our approach.

For representation combinations REPcomb the procedure discussed in Section

4.4 has been followed, e.g., 2|REP |, clusters were computed and BM25 scores

based, baselines were computed separately for various representations as de-

scribed in Section 5.1 and the l = 5 is used. For REPconc we only report the

results for cluster based re-ranking and simulated user strategy-1 .
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In Table 5.21 the REPcomb results for strategy-1 are given for document rep-

resentation pairs (i.e., ti-title, ab-abstract, bt-body text, ct-context and re-

references). In this table the first three columns after BM25 results show the

results for the cluster based re-ranking approach while the last three columns

show the results for cluster ranking based simulated user strategy-1 . It turned

out that only a few representation pairs, for example, abstract-title, abstract-

context and context-references, have shown some improvements at P@10 and

NDCG@10 for cluster-based re-ranking approach only. The representation

combinations did not contribute much for cluster ranking based simulated user

strategy-2 .

The results for the cluster based re-ranking approach for IN representation

combinations are given in Table 5.22. Here the cluster ranking based simulated

user strategy-1 produced no results except for some minor values here and there

as shown in table.

Based on the of over all poor performance of strategy-1 , the strategy-2 was not

applied on REPcomb.

5.2 IN representations against Document Rep-

resentations

In previous sections we have explored the cluster-based re-ranking approach

and simulated user strategies i.e., strategy-1 and strategy-2 on REPin and

REPdoc separately as well on their concatenation and individual representation

combinations. In this section we explore the effect of the proposed strategies

when all the representation of REPin are used as a query set against all the
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Combination BM25 arithMean geomMean SD arithMean geomMean SD

P@5 0.1540 0.1540 0.1540 0.1540 0.1477 0.1477 0.1477
P@10 0.1110 0.1180 0.1180 0.1180 0.1015 0.1015 0.0954

(ti ab) ndcg@5 0.0770 0.0770 0.0770 0.0770 0.0750 0.0750 0.0750
ndcg@10 0.0930 0.0980 0.0980 0.0980 0.0873 0.0873 0.0824
P@5 0.1540 0.1540 0.1540 0.1540 0.1600 0.1600 0.1138
P@10 0.1280 0.0940 0.0940 0.0940 0.0969 0.0969 0.0892

(ti bt) ndcg@5 0.0820 0.0820 0.0820 0.0820 0.0841 0.0841 0.0632
ndcg@10 0.1070 0.0870 0.0870 0.0870 0.0903 0.0903 0.0781
P@5 0.1110 0.1110 0.1110 0.1110 0.1077 0.1077 0.0923
P@10 0.0750 0.0740 0.0740 0.0740 0.0708 0.0723 0.0723

(ti ct) ndcg@5 0.0400 0.0400 0.0400 0.0400 0.0397 0.0397 0.0344
ndcg@10 0.0460 0.0450 0.0450 0.0450 0.0443 0.0445 0.0423
P@5 0.1110 0.1110 0.1110 0.1110 0.1108 0.1108 0.0862
P@10 0.0950 0.0880 0.0880 0.0880 0.0846 0.0846 0.0862

(ti re) ndcg@5 0.0690 0.0690 0.0690 0.0690 0.0616 0.0616 0.0454
ndcg@10 0.0840 0.0760 0.0760 0.0760 0.0704 0.0704 0.0640
P@5 0.1820 0.1820 0.1820 0.1820 0.1785 0.1785 0.1692
P@10 0.1450 0.1200 0.1200 0.1200 0.1169 0.1169 0.1046

(ab bt) ndcg@5 0.1190 0.1190 0.1190 0.1190 0.1142 0.1142 0.1127
ndcg@10 0.1410 0.1340 0.1340 0.1340 0.1320 0.1320 0.1260
P@5 0.1320 0.1320 0.1320 0.1320 0.1321 0.1292 0.1262
P@10 0.0980 0.1020 0.1020 0.1020 0.0862 0.0862 0.0938

(ab ct) ndcg@5 0.0620 0.0620 0.0620 0.0620 0.0650 0.0643 0.0600
ndcg@10 0.0740 0.0790 0.0790 0.0790 0.0787 0.0784 0.0815
P@5 0.1420 0.1420 0.1420 0.1420 0.1354 0.1354 0.1385
P@10 0.1200 0.1030 0.1030 0.1030 0.0923 0.0923 0.0969

(ab re) ndcg@5 0.0970 0.0970 0.0970 0.0970 0.0813 0.0813 0.0870
ndcg@10 0.1160 0.1060 0.1060 0.1060 0.0950 0.0949 0.1015
P@5 0.1380 0.1380 0.1380 0.1380 0.1385 0.1385 0.1292
P@10 0.1060 0.1120 0.1120 0.1120 0.1092 0.1092 0.0938

(bt ct) ndcg@5 0.0490 0.0490 0.0490 0.0490 0.0490 0.0490 0.0434
ndcg@10 0.0630 0.0770 0.0770 0.0770 0.0716 0.0716 0.0581
P@5 0.1380 0.1380 0.1380 0.1380 0.1385 0.1385 0.1292
P@10 0.1110 0.0970 0.0970 0.0970 0.0985 0.1015 0.0862

(bt re) ndcg@5 0.0810 0.0810 0.0810 0.0810 0.0815 0.0815 0.0790
ndcg@10 0.0980 0.0900 0.0900 0.0900 0.0917 0.0924 0.0867
P@5 0.0950 0.0950 0.0950 0.0950 0.0923 0.0923 0.0923
P@10 0.0720 0.0800 0.0800 0.0800 0.0831 0.0831 0.0815

(ct re) ndcg@5 0.0530 0.0530 0.0530 0.0530 0.0403 0.0403 0.0378
ndcg@10 0.0600 0.0650 0.0650 0.0650 0.0582 0.0582 0.0551

Table 5.21: Cluster-based re-ranking and simulated user strategy-1 for
document REPcomb

REPdoc representations (REPin×REPdoc), as described in Section 3.6.4.3. In

these experiments, because of the high number of representation vectors it was

impossible to compute 2|REP | clusters so we restricted the number of cluster

to 210, which in itself is not a rational number of clusters for an interactive

system, but we used it to fully evaluate the system. Hence, we adopted this

number for evaluation purposes. The polyrepresentative BM25-baseline was

created by using the combSum method as discussed earlier. The value of l = 5
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Combinations IN BM25 arithMean geomMean SD
P@5 0.182 0.182 0.182 0.182
P@10 0.143 0.097 0.097 0.097

(st wt) ndcg@5 0.161 0.161 0.161 0.161
ndcg@10 0.182 0.165 0.165 0.165
P@5 0.148 0.148 0.148 0.148
P@10 0.120 0.098 0.098 0.098

(st ia) ndcg@5 0.103 0.103 0.103 0.103
ndcg@10 0.121 0.110 0.110 0.110
P@5 0.151 0.151 0.151 0.151
P@10 0.125 0.091 0.091 0.091

(st bk) ndcg@5 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333
ndcg@10 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333
P@5 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200
P@10 0.146 0.111 0.111 0.111

(st cn) ndcg@5 0.123 0.123 0.123 0.123
ndcg@10 0.144 0.129 0.129 0.129
P@5 0.102 0.102 0.102 0.102
P@10 0.094 0.065 0.065 0.065

(wt ia) ndcg@5 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056
ndcg@10 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076
P@5 0.123 0.123 0.123 0.123
P@10 0.092 0.075 0.075 0.075

(wt bk) ndcg@5 0.105 0.105 0.105 0.105
ndcg@10 0.118 0.114 0.114 0.114
P@5 0.175 0.175 0.175 0.175
P@10 0.135 0.095 0.095 0.095

(wt cn) ndcg@5 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125
ndcg@10 0.146 0.133 0.133 0.133
P@5 0.108 0.108 0.108 0.108
P@10 0.082 0.075 0.075 0.075

(ia bk) ndcg@5 0.083 0.083 0.083 0.083
ndcg@10 0.091 0.088 0.088 0.088
P@5 0.117 0.117 0.117 0.117
P@10 0.102 0.078 0.078 0.078

(ia cn) ndcg@5 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076
ndcg@10 0.088 0.087 0.087 0.087
P@5 0.160 0.160 0.160 0.160
P@10 0.128 0.094 0.094 0.094

(bk cn) ndcg@5 0.122 0.122 0.122 0.122
ndcg@10 0.145 0.125 0.125 0.125

Table 5.22: Cluster-based re-ranking strategy-1 for information need
REPcomb

is used for strategy-1 experiments.

In Table 5.23 and Table 5.24 the results for P@k and NDCG@k are given

respectively. It can be seen that the cluster base re-ranking approach is showing

some improvements, which is in-line with the previous findings.

Similarly the results for strategy-2 are presented in Table 5.25 for P@k and in

Table 5.26 for NDCG@k. This strategy shows no improvement at all, for the
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reasons discussed above.

l = 5 BM25 arithMean geomMean SD eF

map 0.1049 0.0947 0.0947 0.0947 0.0947
gm map 0.0207 0.0141 0.0141 0.0141 0.0141
Rprec 0.1173 0.1194 0.1194 0.1194 0.1194
bpref 0.3632 0.2707 0.2707 0.2707 0.2707
recip rank 0.3724 0.3780 0.3780 0.3780 0.3780
P@5 0.1877 0.1938 0.1938 0.1938 0.1938
P@10 0.1569 0.1600 0.1600 0.1600 0.1600
P@15 0.1262 0.1241 0.1241 0.1241 0.1241
P@20 0.1115 0.1115 0.1115 0.1115 0.1115
P@30 0.0949 0.0944 0.0944 0.0944 0.0944

(a) P@k: Cluster-based re-ranking for REPin against REPdoc representations

l = 5 BM25 arithMean geomMean SD eF

map 0.1049 0.0948 0.0953 0.0761 0.0114
gm map 0.0207 0.0125 0.0124 0.0082 0.0015
Rprec 0.1173 0.1184 0.1170 0.1005 0.0207
bpref 0.3632 0.2384 0.2382 0.2214 0.1419
recip rank 0.3724 0.3877 0.3875 0.3324 0.0755

P@5 0.1877 0.1815 0.1846 0.1631 0.0154
P@10 0.1569 0.1538 0.1538 0.1338 0.0185
P@15 0.1262 0.1303 0.1303 0.1046 0.0174
P@20 0.1100 0.1092 0.1092 0.0923 0.0169
P@30 0.0949 0.0882 0.0882 0.0692 0.0128

(b) P@k: Cluster ranking-based simulated user strategy-1 for REPin against REPdoc
representations

Table 5.23: P@k: for REPin against REPdoc representations
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l = 5 BM25 arithMean geomMean SD eF

ndcg@5 0.1134 0.1184 0.1184 0.1184 0.1184
ndcg@10 0.1478 0.1521 0.1521 0.1521 0.1521
ndcg@15 0.1582 0.1617 0.1617 0.1617 0.1617
ndcg@20 0.1690 0.1748 0.1748 0.1748 0.1748
ndcg@30 0.1840 0.1898 0.1898 0.1898 0.1898

(a) NDCG@k: Cluster-based re-ranking for REPin against REPdoc representations

l = 5 BM25 arithMean geomMean SD eF

ndcg@5 0.1134 0.1183 0.1219 0.1016 0.0114
ndcg@10 0.1478 0.1460 0.1470 0.1266 0.0164
ndcg@15 0.1582 0.1600 0.1623 0.1364 0.0199
ndcg@20 0.1690 0.1682 0.1692 0.1445 0.0210
ndcg@30 0.1840 0.1817 0.1828 0.1517 0.0224

(b) NDCG@k: Cluster ranking-based simulated user strategy-1 for REPin against
REPdoc representations

Table 5.24: NDCG@k: for REPin against REPdoc representations

Strategy2 BM25 arithMean geomMean SD eF

map 0.1049 0.0539 0.0540 0.0358 0.0177
gm map 0.0207 0.0011 0.0011 0.0007 0.0003
Rprec 0.1173 0.0556 0.0557 0.0503 0.0291
bpref 0.3632 0.0854 0.0855 0.0834 0.0476
recip rank 0.3724 0.3299 0.3338 0.2510 0.1890

P@5 0.1877 0.1292 0.1323 0.0923 0.0769
P@10 0.1569 0.0785 0.0800 0.0677 0.0492
P@15 0.1262 0.0585 0.0595 0.0533 0.0390
P@20 0.1100 0.0477 0.0485 0.0454 0.0338
P@30 0.0949 0.0328 0.0333 0.0354 0.0246

Table 5.25: P@k: cluster-based re-ranking strategy-2 for for REPin
against REPdoc representations
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Strategy-2 BM25 arithMean geomMean SD eF

ndcg@5 0.1134 0.0899 0.0903 0.0519 0.0407
ndcg@10 0.1478 0.0941 0.0945 0.0617 0.0453
ndcg@15 0.1582 0.0956 0.0960 0.0688 0.0471
ndcg@20 0.1690 0.0982 0.0986 0.0712 0.0491
ndcg@30 0.1840 0.0985 0.0989 0.0746 0.0499

Table 5.26: NDCG@k: cluster-based re-ranking strategy-2 for REPin
against REPdoc representations

5.3 Discussion

Based on the observation that both polyrepresentation and clustering create a

partitioning of the document set, here, several cluster-based exploration strate-

gies are evaluated for cluster-based polyrepresentation to a polyrepresentative

baseline. In order to actualize the cluster based polyrepresentation approach

discussed in Chapter 3, various ranking strategies have been utilized to find

the candidate cluster for total cognitive overlap. This leads to further explo-

rations for polyrepresentation of information need and information object. By

applying a kind of ideal cluster ranking, it has been demonstrated that the

general cluster-based re-ranking and strategy-1 indeed bears the potential for

a more effective search experience. Applying several cluster ranking strategies

along with document exploration ones showed improvements on the one hand,

but also that this model needs to be refined to eventually achieve statistically

significant results. A reason for not obtaining significant improvements could

be the overly simple user model (SD/eF for cluster ranking, l = 5, 10, Varireps

l and Variseq l for exploring documents within clusters) that are applied in

this evaluation to obtain an artificial ranking that can be compared to a base-

line ranking. Our assumptions for simulated users are very basic and focus on
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a very simple objective of interaction. While these strategies can be applied

in systems that present their users with a ranked list of documents, the main

motivation of the simulated user approach is indeed that users themselves de-

cide which cluster to choose next (the work presented here is an attempt to

model how this decision could be made for evaluation purposes). In a real

scenario, users may know better than the proposed algorithms which cluster

to choose next, and that may lead to improvements that may even exceed

what is deemed as an ideal cluster ranking in this chapter. The hypothesis

thus is that our approach, applied in a system that lets users explore clusters

based on polyrepresentation, will eventually support the user better than any

system offering just one linear ranked result list. This claim is supported by

the fact that we gained statistically significant improvements when assuming

an ideal clustering, so there is the potential to support users by pointing them

to the right direction and letting them make the final decision when it comes

to choosing the right cluster to go. Shedding some light on this, of course,

implies that the simulated user framework may be substituted with a ‘real’

user study.

This study also reveals some further interesting insight regarding the difference

between information need and document polyrepresentation. While overall

document polyrepresentation, which also exploits bibliographic evidence such

as citations, seems to be the preferred choice over information need polyrep-

resentation, a different picture emerged when it comes to ‘hard’ and ‘easy’

queries. Document polyrepresentation that considers citations seem to work

better on queries with a low number of relevant documents (‘hard’ queries)

while information need polyrepresentation clustering, though still producing

low scores, was able to beat the baseline for queries with a high number of
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relevant documents (‘easy’ queries). However, it needs to be noted that the

number of ‘easy’ queries is quite low (19), which may have influenced the re-

sults. Further investigation, with different kinds of representations, is required

to confirm this finding.

The strategies are further tested on various combinations and concatenations

of information need and document representation. In this comparison an ad-

ditional simulated user strategy is presented based on the notion that if a

previously retrieved document from a cluster, which is already added to the

ranked list, is relevant then the next document from the same cluster would

be added to the ranked list until the first non-relevant document is reached;

in that case the top document from the next cluster would be considered.

This oracle-based approach appears interesting by its definition, but it was

not prominent in this exploration. One obvious reason for low performance of

this strategy is its strict assumption to pick only one document from a cluster,

which could be extended for picking a random number of top documents from

the clusters to see the effect.

From the discussion so far, it could be inferred from the simulated user ap-

proach that the top-ranked clusters in the ideal scenario have many relevant

documents. Thus, if the clusters are ranked nearer to the ranking created in

the ideal scenario then the performance can be improved significantly when

compared to the baseline. In many but not all cases, the eF measure shows

some improvement both in IN and document based polyrepresentation.
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5.4 Applications in Scientometrics

Structure-based mapping and modelling techniques of scholarly activities based

on statistical methods are known as science models and are used to improve

the retrieval quality in scholarly information retrieval (Mutschke et al. 2011).

Besides this, IR approaches in their own right are well researched, tested and

applied on a diverse range of situations. Thus, the combination of the ap-

proaches from IR with bibliometrics/scientometrics may lead to promising re-

sults in both domains (Mayr & Mutschke 2013) and proposed work contributes

to this body of work by utilising citations as document representations. Some

limitations of the IR techniques for IR systems, i.e., the vagueness of the query

terms, indexing and retrieval and ranking of the information object, are dis-

cussed in Mayr et al. (2008); these augmentations are termed as so called

value-added services for scholarly information systems. The integration of sci-

ence models, i.e., co-term relevance, Bradfordizing and co-authorship models

of re-ranking with the IR systems are presented in Mutschke et al. (2011).

In general, the focus has been on the evaluation of the science models with

the measures known from IR to evaluate the effects of ranking and re-ranking

based on the core journal centrality (Bradfordizing), author centrality, and the

effects of query expansion with the co-words extracted from the documents

of the initial query terms. Chen et al. (2010) present the perspective on co-

citation analysis, where the authors cited together in a relevant domain are

taken as key features and a smart cluster labelling mechanism based on these

features is elaborated. A framework for recommending terms for digital li-

braries and information systems is presented in Ritchie et al. (2006) and its

application for reducing term vagueness is discussed in Mayr et al. (2008) along
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with the re-ranking based on Bradfordizing and co-author network analysis. A

term suggestion approach based on the Principle of Polyrepresentation is pre-

sented in Schaer et al. (2012). This approach extends the term suggestion with

the author names, and reports an increase in retrieval performance. A term

recommendation and interactive query expansion approach for digital libraries

is highlighted in Lüke et al. (2013). A term boosting method for scientific

book record retrieval based on meta data is presented in Larsen et al. (2012).

In most of the scientometric studies the bibliometric meta characteristics of

the scientific publications are taken into account but the lexical connections

remain untouched (Glenisson, Glänzel & Persson 2005). The combination of

bibliometric information and full-text in the scientometrics domain is presented

in Glenisson, Glänzel, Janssens & De Moor (2005), Glenisson, Glänzel & Pers-

son (2005). Document clustering techniques were explored and the authors

emphasized the use of hybrid methodologies, i.e. data mining and scientomet-

rics to map the field of science. The important study combining the IR and the

bibliometrics worth mentioning is Larsen (2002), in which use of references and

citations is demonstrated to improve the IR performance for scientific papers.

Thus, the cluster-based polyrepresentative approach discussed in this chap-

ter exploits the document-based polyrepresentation which resembles the work

done in Larsen (2002). Furthermore, we incorporated the additional context

representation based on the citation information available; this could further be

extended as a science modelling approach as discussed in Abbasi & Frommholz

(2014a).
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5.5 Polyrepresentative Approaches for Inter-

active IR, Recommendations for further

extension

In this section, the polyrepresentative approaches related to the interaction

interface designing are discussed with the related hints from literature and

recommendations.

5.5.1 Searcher Simulations for IIR based Relevance Feed-

back Interface

In White (2006), the polyrepresentative approach based on user simulations for

designing the interfaces to infer implicit feedback are discussed. In this paper,

the author argues that the user based studies are expensive to carry out. The

author proposes and simulates the user’s search behaviour to address the three

main issues related to interactive interface designing. The first issue addressed

is, what is the amount of information to be presented on the search interface.

Second, what portion of each type of representation should be presented and

third, how could the representation be arranged with respect to the relevance

path. The author further argues that the proposed approach of extracting

sentences from the representations, and arranging them as a relevance path

for generating relevance feedback, has its benefit. Looking at the requirement

gathering from the simulation perspective, the proposed method also brought

out points which the traditional requirement gathering process in user centred

interface design overlooked. It is also suggested that the interfaces designed
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using user simulations are appropriate for improving the retrieval performance

in IIR (White 2006).

5.5.2 Cognitive and System-Oriented IR Interface De-

sign

Fuhr et al. (2008) propose the combination of system-oriented and cognitive

approaches for designing the search user interface for interactive information

retrieval. Their basic system interaction and visualization model is given in

Figure 5.1, where the steps from document representations to retrieval re-

sult visualization are covered. This approach considers the importance of the

various document facets from the user as well as system perspectives. The

authors argue that in an information seeking scenario the contents, structure

and layout are important aspects which need to be considered, while classic

approaches commonly focus on the content view. The structure view is a cru-

cial component for instance in XML-based retrieval systems. These deal with

the logical structure of the information objects, and this information is useful

where the document structure points to potential information. The authors

further argue about the layout view, i.e., the layout and order in which the

information objects are presented/displayed in an ordered, linked and logical

fashion, so that the searcher can identify the objects interacted and the objects

to be interacted with etc. This classic view of information interaction is pre-

sented in Figure 5.1. The selection, projection, organization and visualization

operators and their respective action scope/space and functions for supporting

user interaction, and the control of the user on the system are the strong points

of this view of IIR.
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Figure 5.1: System-Oriented model on information visualization (Fuhr
et al. 2008)

In order to extend this system model to bring the user into the interaction

process, Fuhr et al. (2008) present the book search example. A user with the

need of a book on “Text Mining” may consider many things along the way such

as, “text mining” on the title page of the book, then initiate the selection state,

and the logical structure of the text provides the indication. Furthermore, if

the searcher only has the information that the book is relevant to this topic

then the search process moves on to the content selection. The selection and

logical structure of the cover page lead to content selection and the organization

comes into play along with the layout to combine the evidence from the title,

content and the bibliographic information of the book, and present it as whole

to the user (Fuhr et al. 2008).
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5.5.3 Cluster-based Polyrepresentation Interfaces and

Interactions

In light of the aforementioned approaches and principles, an initial outlook

for a cluster based polyrepresentative approach interface is presented in this

section. The necessary factors to consider for a polyrepresentative document

clustering approach are discussed in Chapter 3. The first and by far the most

important aspect is where to start the search, for example, after computing

the clusters, the important point to consider is that; which cluster should

be presented to the user as a starting point. The second factor is when the

user made a choice of selecting some items from the first presented cluster,

how that information is utilized for presenting the next cluster based on the

user choices (this is analogous to the relevance feedback approach presented in

(White 2006)). The third important aspect necessary for consideration is what

secondary options the user would have to access the information. Considering

the above aspects, an initial sketch of the proposed system interface is shown

in Figure 5.2. The expected key components of the system should mainly be:

search box, main explorer, result browser, facets display area, representation

clusters and the status bar. These components along with their expected

function are discussed in the following sub section.

5.5.4 User Interface Functions and Operation

The user interface given in Figure 5.2 at its component level supports the clus-

ter based polyrepresentation approach discussed in this work for user based

evaluation. The main explorer displays the expected cognitive overlap which
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Figure 5.2: General sketch of the user interface

could be inferred by the measures discussed in Chapter 5. The more sophisti-

cated approach could be to present the mixture of the documents from many

overlap clusters where many representations are contributing. The represen-

tation clustering windows hold the overviews/summaries of diverse clusters

surrounding the expected cognitive overlap and so on. The cluster summary

and keyword window holds the information extracted from the various clusters

and the discriminant keywords which users could choose as a refinement for

their queries. The status bar shows the overall statistics regarding the clus-

tering, for example, how many clusters are computed, how many times results

are shuffled, how many clusters have been displayed on the interface so far

etc. The facets window show the information facets in terms of distinct key

phrases, or document summaries or the cluster labels. The search box provides

the user with the option to re-formulate queries or browse through the docu-

ments shown in the explorer bar. The user queries or choices are taken back

and compared to the cluster labels, and results from the matching clusters are
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made available on the main explorer and the representation cluster side win-

dows. The overall cluster summaries and percentages of the representations

contributing to that cluster could be displayed in the status bar.

5.5.5 Aspects of a Polyrepresentative Interface

The intention to provide the discussion about various aspects, in this chapter

is to bring the perspective and context together for the proposed polyrepre-

sentative clustering approach. Hence, we discussed about various aspects of

interactive interface designing, developments and evaluation. The human com-

puter IR and interactive IR are different from the human computer interaction

(HCI) in various respects because in such systems we look deeper into the

process taking place behind the actual interface rather than the interface it-

self. Because, on the user interfaces usually users are supposed to carry out

previously defined sequences of tasks, i.e., open a menu, select a command,

apply it, pick another option apply it,... and done. But this is not true for

an interactive information retrieval system and its interface for example, the

results retrieved and displayed are the basic part of the search, the crucial task

still remains for a user to complete is to take what is presented or to look for

more. Hence, it is crucial that the underlying approaches which act upon the

information should be modelled and enhanced so that they could help users in

minimizing their effort in search process.
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5.6 Summary

In this chapter, the results for evaluating the abstract OCF-based polyrepre-

sentative clustering approach presented in Chapter 3 and 4 in terms of OCF-

based polyrepresentation for information need and information object repre-

sentations are presented. The chapter also covers the possible combination,

concatenation of representations and IN representation against document rep-

resentations. The discussion regarding the results with the specific application

of the approach in scientific domain is also presented.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

Document clustering approaches in information retrieval are used as a sub-

stitute for ranked retrieval to support users with vague information needs.

Furthermore, in Interactive IR document clustering approaches provide the

basic means to support the interaction process. In order to make information

retrieval more user-oriented, it is crucial to model the searcher’s interaction

behaviour, information need and context, and incorporate such information in

the search process to increase the effectiveness of IR systems. The Principle of

Polyrepresentation is one of the approaches that supports the use of multiple

evidence about user information needs as well as the information object in

question to bridge the gap between searcher cognitive space and information

space.

The main aim of the research was to use probabilistic methods, document

clustering and cognitive IR approaches to improve user-oriented interactive IR

systems. Understanding and incorporating the searcher’s information-seeking

and retrieval behaviour in the IR system is still a challenge. In this work, an

132
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attempt has been made to combine cognitive information seeking and retrieval

methods with the probabilistic document clustering approaches to improve the

user’s search experience.

The probabilistic document clustering approach (OCF) has been combined

with the Principle of Polyrepresentation to improve the search process. The

initial challenge was how possibly the Principle of Polyrepresentation could

be incorporated in the Optimum Clustering Framework? In order to tackle

this issue the polyrepresentative clustering approach has been proposed. The

evaluation of the proposed approach with standard iSearch collection (which

supports information need polyrepresentation) was demonstrated. The moti-

vation of using this collection was its quality to support polyrepresentation, in

particular but not limited to information need based polyrepresentative query

sets. The Principle of Polyrepresentation relies on the total cognitive overlap

(the overlap where all or many representations contribute). A probabilistic

clustering approach to find and identify clusters that qualify for being the

total cognitive overlap and all other representation overlaps was introduced,

evaluated and discussed. The OCF based approach utilises the eF measure,

arithmetic-mean, geometric-mean and Sparsity Density (SD) of the cluster el-

ements to rank the clusters (see Chapter 5).

The approach has further been extended from information need-based polyrep-

resentation to document-based polyrepresentation. Two-way experiments have

been carried out at this stage. To this end, (cognitively) different document

representations had to be defined and extracted from the collection. In order

to extend the approach, the PF part of the iSearch collection, containing full-

text scientific articles, was used for document-based polyrepresentation. Here

different parts of the document, i.e., title, abstract, body and references, were
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used as representations. In addition, the citation context of the document was

also used as a representation. In order to extract the citation context of a

document, the title and abstract of each document Dc cited in document D

have been combined to create the citation context representation. In order to

evaluate the proposed approach with the polyrepresentative BM25 baseline, a

simulated user strategy was defined to create a (simulated) document ranking.

In the simulated user strategy we assume that a user visits the top l documents

of each cluster based on the cluster ranking. This approach has further been

extended to fixed and variable size l. Besides an oracle-based simulated user

strategy have also been proposed where the decision or picking more docu-

ments from a cluster or jumping to the next cluster was made on the basis of

relevance of already picked document. To test the potential of the system an

ideal scenario has been created, by ranking the clusters on the basis of number

of relevant document in each cluster. Then the proposed cluster rankings, i.e.,

OCF based eF measure and the SD measure have been used with the simu-

lated user strategy to create the rank. The proposed approach for simulated

user based evaluation shows potential over a BM25-based state-of-the-art ap-

proach. In order to get deeper insights we looked at hard and easy (i.e., hard

queries with fewer relevant documents and easy queries with more documents

assessed relevant) queries as well as all queries combined (see Chapter 5).

The objectives of this work as discussed in Chapter 1 were as follows:

1. To combine the Principle of Polyrepresentation, with document cluster-

ing

2. To evaluate information need and information object-based polyrepre-

sentation with document clustering
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3. To develop and analyse the cluster-browsing strategies for polyrepresen-

tative document clustering

The first objective, combining the Principle of Polyrepresentation with doc-

ument clustering, is achieved with the proposition of the polyrepresentative

cluster hypothesis, as described in section 4.2. This leads to answer the ques-

tion about the possibility of combining the Principle of Polyrepresentation with

document clustering and assessing the potential of such clustering approach to

find the total cognitive overlap, since identifying it is central to the principle

of polyrepresentation. It is found that not only the proposed approach leads

to the identification of a possible total cognitive overlap but it also has the po-

tential to incorporate various information need and document representations

as discussed in Chapter 3.

The second objective, the evaluation of various information need and docu-

ment based polyrepresentative clusters, is achieved by utilizing the notion of

query sets motivated by OCF where various representation specific document

vectors were created for clustering, as highlighted in Section 3.6. In order to

address the third objective, that is design various cluster browsing strategies

for polyrepresentation and to answer the question about polyrepresentative

browsing specific issue like where to start browsing and where to end, some

simulated user and cluster browsing strategies as described in Section 3.7 have

been adopted. Here, various cluster ranking strategies are used and various

within cluster browsing strategies are proposed which then are evaluated in

Chapter 5. The initial evaluation indicates that there is a potential in proposed

polyrepresentative clustering approach and it can help user in interactive IR

systems.
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Moreover, a generic model relevant to this work is highlighted, with the em-

phasis on the simulated user strategies for interactive IR. In this regard, the

recommendations are given to extend the approaches for cluster-based IIR

systems and evaluate them with the user.

6.1 Thesis Contributions

The main thesis contributions are as follows:

1. Assimilating document clustering with the Principle of Polyrepresenta-

tion

2. Designing and evaluating simulated user-based cluster browsing and re-

trieval strategies

3. Extending the cluster-based polyrepresentative approach for Interactive

IR

4. Evaluation of OCF-based probabilistic document clustering models

5. Implementation and evaluation of polyrepresentative clustering strate-

gies

6.2 Future Work

This study has focused on the aspects of the Optimum Clustering Framework

with respect to the Principle of Polyrepresentation, in the perspective of In-

teractive Information Retrieval. The OCF is a broad probabilistic document
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clustering framework, which supports many types of query sets. Although the

choice of retrieval function is limited to the Probability Ranking Principle,

the choice of clustering function is open. Hence, in this domain of research,

there are many open challenges which need further investigation. Some of the

potential areas this research leads to are as follows:

• Refined and Alternative OCF based Cluster Models:

In this study, the partition based document clustering approach is used in

the context of OCF, which has shown potential. A similar path could be

followed for the hierarchical clustering functions for enhancing the search

result clustering approaches. Moreover, the BM25 based scores are used

as an estimation of the probability of relevance. More refined methods

could be used to compute the probabilities of relevance, for example, the

approaches discussed in Nottelmann & Fuhr (2003) and Gey (1994).

• The simulated user strategy:

The simulated user strategies discussed in Chapter 3 and implemented in

Chapter 4 use simplifying assumptions about the users’ interactions with

the clusters. This strategy can be extended by incorporating the actual

user search behaviours, as well as for complex interaction scenarios. The

intuitive approach could be the user simulation discussed in Azzopardi

(2011), the exploration with the cost associated with the user effort for

staying in the same cluster or moving over to the next candidate cluster.

• The Effect of Representation:

In this study, all the five representations of information need and the com-

puted representations for document based polyrepresentation are used.

Also the answer to how fewer representations affect the performance is
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attempted. The citation context used in this study can be reduced to

the few lines around the citation, by doing so a more accurate context in

which the particular document is cited could be inferred. The approach

could further be extended to incorporate topic modelling and latent se-

mantic indexing, as various document contexts and representations.

• Cluster Ranking and the Interaction Sequence:

The cluster-ranking methods used in this study could be replaced and

tested with language modelling (LM) based cluster ranking approaches,

for example the Markov random fields based cluster ranking approach

discussed in Raiber & Kurland (2013) could be used, especially for com-

paring the effects of already visited clusters on the recently visited clus-

ters.

• Comparison of the Simulated user strategies with the Actual

User :

The simulated user strategy discussed in Chapter 4 could be enhanced

and compared with the actual user and the user behaviour could be anal-

ysed and incorporated in simulations for Interactive IR. This is especially

important for achieving an ideal cluster ranking without relying on any

prior ground truth (see Chapter 5).
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Appendix A:

Cluster Hypothesis Test for iSearch

The cluster hypothesis test results for computed clusters for each query are

displayed below.
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